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give further assurance that U now, more than ever, in an
advantageous position to render an unexcelled service, combining
■•safety First” with efficiency in every department—Check, Saving
and Safe Deposit.
ran

Write for tin Bookiot, “A Brill Explanation.'’ ft tolls how in
undorstand, roadabls way. Yours for tin asking.

Look for the “Member”

her home in

oasy-to-

an

Strand Theatre.
W a n ted—Board.
O A Parcher—Druggist.
Moore’s Drug Store.
Sheriff's sale—F O Stlsby.
C E Monaghan—Baud and orchestra,
trying A Stack pole-Cream separators.
U S Custom house—Sealed proposals.
In bankruptcy—George G Wardwell.
—Oscar G Havey.
Annual meeting—Hancock County Agricultural society.
—Sea and Shore Fisheries.

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.43 a. m., 4.38, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the westat 11.10 a.
m., 6.22, p. m.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT KLLSWOSTH

Sign
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News

of this

Object

The

Advertisement
possible rate*.
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MASON,
MAINE

ELLSWORTH,

“Lamson & Hubbard”. Hats
Wen of discrimination go to the
store that sells them.
They go
there for style —they go there lor
value—they go there lor satisfaction

Amateurs

Irving A. Stackpole,

$jtuul») night; Florence Ijiwreuce
in

M!

>

I s KIOUS

MYSTERIES

Trey O’Hearts

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.

People

Ask Us

What is the best laxative? Yean of
experience in selling all kinds leads ua
to always recommend

WORv; HONEST PRICES

Twenty

Ellsworth, Maine

Tha Plra Fly SINGLE
CELL BATTERY LANTERN. Burns for about
» hoars oa any No.6 Dry
Battery. Operates la any
position, from haod, belt
or pocket.
Light weight
Locks at once by thumb
pressare.on or off. Fitted with silvered reflector for out door use, projects light ray 100 feet. Not a flashlight Pri*e
with silvered reflector, postpaid 91 (without
battery). Special shutter for testing eggs:
10c extra. Attractive offer to canvassers.
H. W. JOHNH-MANVILLB CO OF MASS.
56 High Street, Boston, Mass.

I itsi of Srries «f

MOSES'

time tested

and
Why experiment?
time-proven.
\Vhat’s the use of taking chances with a
machine vnu don’t know anvtbinir about,
or an inferior machine?
The lie Laval is
recogmied everywhere as the world’s
standard. Local agent,

Thursday

Vein* Experience.

teution to all detail'.
Telephone
man orders prompt!) slteiUM to.
a

<«r

as the safest, surest and most satisfactory. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
E. Q. Moore.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth, Me.
THepteme

__

MONAGHAN’S
BAND and ORCHESTRA

.\-A.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether itjs
nace—if it

is

range or

a

tu.

-a

"Clarion”, it

a

to meet erery requirement
Male by the Wood Iliithop Co.

Bangor.
Main street.

Steam Laundry and 8a:h Rooms.

Civil

Engineer,
Land-Surveyor.
r.....

•»

^LSWORTH

P. 0. Box 7

°LD SHOES MADE LIKE NEW
hythe Goodyear
system, up-to-date

*?*• Hie of Mackinaws. Repairing Dane
Albert N. Cushman

8PKCIALTS

Electrician and Contractor

Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
tstey Building,
Ellsworth.
•

Telephone 37-11.

*

*'

yesterday.

Hale hose company will give a
minstrel show at Hancock hall Easter
Monday evening, under the direction of
Harold S. Higgins.
William McDonald, of Bangor,
been spending a few days with
her parents, Capt. A. 1- Bellatty and wife,
has returned home.
Mrs. George H. Grant left Friday for
Mrs.

who has

Boston, going from there to Albany, N.Y.,
for a visit of a few weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Holmquist.
Miss Margaret Monaghan, who has been
from Houlton for a few weeks, went
Monday on business, before resuming her work at Houlton.
home

to Boston

Mrs. 8. K. Meech, who, with little son
Albert, has been with her parents, Josiah
Tinker and wife, for some time, has returned to her home in Malden, Mass.
Next Bungay evening in the Methodist
church there will be an illustrated lecture
on “The Waldensians.”
Fifty beautiful
slides of Alpine scenery will be shown.

worth
tute.

)K.

sermon.

a

A. A. and Higgina classical instiA dance will follow, at Society hall.

ated

George Parcber, of the U. 8. public
service, stationed at Ellis Island,
N. Y., spent a few days during the past
week with his parents, Ueorge A- Parcber and wife.
Dr.

Mrs. L. J.
been

in

Bragdon,
the

Lamoin
Maine

Eastern

who

general

for

week

Bargain
Soda Fountain

"'/'<>«•
in

OSTEOPATH

Diseases of stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Maine
Vddresa, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor,
Telephone* l»6M and 70M-1
The local merchant who does not ad
vertise is throwing open the d,oor to the
mail-order house, which does advertise,
and which is looking for just such open-

Marble

good condition.

WILLIAM SEMPLE slab and
brass

counter

11 ft:

work-board,

two

animal,

Has Had

she

rau

More Than

into another

Its

room,

Opp. P. 0.

KLK(TED
MAYOR

AH

HIS

FOR

Old

March 1 (special)

night brought out

a

A

—

clear,

gathering of 426

at the tenth annual Ellsworth reunion in

RE-

—

fathering of

Paul

Revere hall last Friday.

This

was

record-breaking attendance, but certainly the reunion was a most enjoyable
not

ALDERMEN.

a

one.

from the hands of the democrats, reelecting Dr. Hagertby as mayor, and with
him four republican aldermen.
George F
ment

92 instead of 99

Mr.

Hurley

H. B.

of

Estey

1

2

COMING KVKNrS.

8

society; 25 cents.
Friday evening, March 5, at Hancock
Basket ball; Ellsworth A. A. vs.
hall
Tickets, 25
I Higgins classical institute.

3
4

5

j

at

Society

atmmtBtmKSMi

votes, bis vote being
show n by tbe returns.

as

has asked

for

an

inspection

WARDRNB.

Charles H Merriacn, r.C Earle Smith, d.
Harry W Haynes, r.
Harry C Seeds, d..
Albion H Carlisle, r.
John W McCarthy, d.
Lorenzo D Moore, r.
Frank K McGown, d..
George H Coleman, r..
Frank McCarthy, d.
Fred H Jewell,

2

Estey. d..
James A French, r..
Henry

4

5

r...

W

Walter A Scott, d.
Martin A Garland, r..
Russell J Smith, d..
Sylvester L Burns, r..
Bernard A Small****.
Frank A Stock bridge,
Wilbur H Smith, d.

....

175
113
132

62
12

62
53
47
90
85

3
6

175
117
132
120
58
63
54

58

5

12

5
8

46

90
85

5

FOR CONSTABLES.

1
2

Frank E Moon, r..
Fred G Smith, ..
Herman J Bcauimons, d

3

Eugeue Carlisle,

4

Charles G Moore, r.
Alpheus W Nason, d..
Dorephus L Fields, r.
Charles J Brown, d..

5

Cellohot Water Bottle

r..

175
131
120
68
53
47
90
85

175
11

Gives dry,

even heat.
No danger
burning.
May be used
for messaging the body to remove
rheumatism and other pains.
Safe

of

-.

8.30.

4.)

seven

1

cents.

| Saturday evening, March 6,
Ellsworth, Me hall—Private dancing school at

page

FOR WARD CLBKKS.

the

Monday eveuing, March 15, at Hancock
hall—“The Shepherd of the Hills.”

on

of the ballots for alderman in ward 2.

aged seventy-two years, was killed last
Wednesday by a fall through a trap door
into the cellar, at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Clarence Lynam. Her skull was
fractured by the fall. She lived about
two hours after the accident.
Mrs. Lynam was the widow of Capt E.
V. Lynam. She leaves two daughters—
Miss Mabel Lynam, of Dover, and Mrs. K.
E. Campbell, of Portland.

Wednesday evening, March 3, at Unitarian vestry-Supper, served by men of

(Continued

of tbe ballots.
This was
yesterday at the clerk’s office. The
inspection showed an apparent loss for

inspection

an

It was necessary to summon a physician
to treat the wounds. Mrs. Harris will remain with Mrs. Wooster until May.

BLLA WORTH.

soda

E. G. riOORE |
Cor.

Boston,

PUBLICAN STREET COMMISSION-

held

—

DRUGGIST

HAOKRTHY

SEVENTH TERM

being able to close the door
and
attacked
she was
again
badly
scratched upon the ankles.

long,

tanks and charging machine.
Call or write.

DR.

Joyful

Home Folks In Boston.

In the municipal election Monday the
republicans wrested the reins of govern-

FIRES

Fatal Aecideut at Seal Harbor.
Mrs. Linda M. Lynam, of Seal Harbor,

aitomisnnniift.

Sild OF

REGAIN CONTROL

CITY GOVERNMENT.

FOR

treatment, arrived in Ellsago, and is viaiting her

hospital
worth

a

of

ELLSWORTH REUNION.

cold

congratula-

but before

health

SC OTT

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,

ings.

appropriate

Ellsworth, Me.

Another
OF

$1.

County Savings Bank,

CITY ELECTION
REPUBLICANS

on

As usual, it was an informal good time,
with dancing to music by Poole’s orchestra and refreshments in the large diningShare the Fast Week.
There
room adjoining the
dance hall.
Ellsworth has had more than its share
was a line delegation from Ellsworth.
of fires during the past week, three ocstreet
was
elected
Newman, republican,
Flour director Walter L. Smith and his
commissioner.
curring within as many days.
Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick, Mrs. Morey
aids,
about
the
was
of
election
The
Saturday night
midnight
special W.
devoic^*
Tripp, Miss Ella F. Jordan, Miss
house of Michael Shea, on the eastern features.
Dr. Hagerthy's majority, 34,
Marion L. Bartlett, Erastus F. Redman,
road, was burned flat. This house was was just twice that of last year, in four
L. Lord, Howard H. Adams, HerLyman
Shea
was
built
Mr.
on
site
for
alderman
the
wards
the
vote
of the
new, being
by
bert Foster, and Oliver Anderson prepared
of one burned in August, 1912. Being be- close, the majorities being: nine, eight,
and ably directed the following order of
yond the water limits, the firemen could seven and five. Horace F. Wescott, re- dances:
do nothing. A portion of the furniture publican, in ward 1, had a liberal majority'
was saved.
The fire is supposed to have of 63.
The other republican aldermen March.Dirigo
Waltz.Happy Days to Come
originated from an over-heated parlor elected are Owen H. Treworgry, in ward 3;
One-Step.The Old Picnic Ground
stove. There was an insurance of fl,000 Eugene H Moore, ward 4, and Timothy F.
Schottische.Our President
on the house and |700 on the furniture.
Mahoney, ward 5. John A. Stuart, of Waltz Hesitation.Bridge Hill
The second fire of the week occurred ward 2, is the lone democratic alderman. Two-Step.Remember Those at Home
Monday morning about 1 o’clock, when He and Aid. Treworgy are tbe only mem- Quadrille. Ladies' Choice
the building on South street, formerly oc- bers of last year’s board re- elected, except- Waltz German.Vacation Days
Waltz.The E. H. 8.
cupied by the late Capt. S. L. Lord as a ing, of course, the mayor.
Fox Trot.Christian Ridge
carriage factory, was burned. The buildFollowing is the vote of the city in deSchottische.Childhood's Happy Hours
ing was owned by Fred H. Osgood, who tail, from the official returns, with the
Waltz Hesitation.Bygone Daya
used it as a storehouse for carriages and vote for mayor in 1914 for comparison:
Two Step.Our Absent Friends
sleighs, a few of which were saved. A
FOR MAYOR.
Waltz-Should auld acquaintance be forgot
2
3
4
5
Total Maj.
1
quantity of furniture owned by Capt.
In charge of the arrangements was a
46
104
34
490
176 121 43
Nehemiab U. Means was also stored in Hagertby, r,
large committee headed by the officers
466
113 128 76 48
92
the building. The loss is partially cov- Heath, d,
for the year, Mrs. Lyman L. Lord, presiVOTB FOR MAYOR IN 1914.
ered by insurance.
dent; Howard H. Adams, vice-president;
5
Tuesday afternoon the Burnham tene1
2
3
4
Total Maj.
Miss Ella F. Jordan, secretary. Stetson^
ment house on Third street, owned by A. Hagerthy. r
468
121
17
146 112 47 41
Foster, treasurer.
66
451
F. Burnham, was damaged by fire. The Cuuuingham, d 141 130 66 46
AMONG THOSE PRESENT.
fire started in the upper part of the house,
FOR STREET COMMISSIONER.
H H Adams and wife, Miss Alice S.
evidently around a chimney, and burned
4
5
Total Maj
1
2
3
Adams, Oliver L Anderson and wife, Bert
65
55
96
499
58
165 128
through the roof. The fire did not reach Newman, r
L Austin, Mrs Fannie E Allan, Mrs
66
43
113 123
lOl
446
Morrison, d
the lower part of.the house, but the buildMargie Austin, Mrs Ralph C Achorn.
was
wet
down.
FOR
ALDERMEN.
thoroughly
ing
pretty
Lewis F Benson gpd wife, Frances C BenThree families were occupying apartments
53 son, Blanche M Benson, Marion L Bart170
Horace F Wescott, r.
1
in the house. The building was insured.
117
Harry S Jones, d.
lett, Mrs Huldah Treworgy Brainard,
120
Hollis B Estey, ..
2
Miss Anne C Brainard, Claude V Barrett,
8
128
John A Stuart, d.
Attacked by Cat.
Mrs Sarah A Bartlett, J A Bridges and
Owen H Treworgy, r.
67
9
3
Mrs. George Harris, of Boston, formerly
Frank J Bray and wife, Charles E
wife,
B
d.
58
Winfred
Joy,
and wife, Leslie W Beckwith and
Marion Stevens McCoy, who is visiting
Bellatty
5
H
r.........
52
4
Moore,
Eugene
ber mother, Mrs. E. VV.
Wooster, at
wife, Dr Maurice Brown and wife, Rev
H Fremont Maddocks, d.
47
Washington Junction, while stooping to
5
106
7 Sydney S Booth, F W Brackett, Miss
Timothy F Mahoney, r.
Dauiel K Hurley, d.
99
pet a kitten, was attacked by the mother
Marjorie Bangs; Fred Bickford and wife,
cat aud deeply scratched upon her face
Id ward 5, Daniel E. Hurley, the de- Arthur E Barter and wife, James L
and bauds. After snaking off the infuriBrown, WmT Brown, Morris E Brown
feated candidate for alderman, requested

Senator

an

the

circle of

__

Ellsworth

ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
will meet at the parsonage next
Tuesday afternoon. Supper will be served
at 6 o’clock.
C. J. Treworgy’s lumber mill at Ellsto replace the one
worth Falls, built
burned, is completed, and started sawing

be

wide

We pay interest

Established 1873,

ER AND FOUR

THKKK

The

pastor will deliver

are

#

church

staves

Hancock

tions of all.

Fred H. Tinker has resumed operations
saw mill on Water street, after a
shut-down of a few days.

has

Agent (Hirer Typewriter! typewriter supplies
Lair. Mam auil Water Sts. (over Moore's Drop
Spire). Kllsworth. Me.

I

popular in a
acquaintances, and have
groom

itaio*.

Ue^sd

|

guest of Mrs. H. W. Dunn.

at his

tiK.NKtt.VL c'LKKICAI. WORK.
Co.. ol rodT™sUo..
Ageut
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust
Honda
amt. forfurulshmg Proliatc and Surety

at the

Jelly, of Wakefield,

b^st

ter how small the amount.”

of

vestry.
Mrs. K. M. Palmer left for Bangor yesterday for a visit of several weeks with
Mrs. Edith Walton.

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND

O OATS

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND

N O

lTc Ein

Just moved to 146 Main 8t.,
Ellsworth
a trialAll kinds of repairing
dodlT!aU®
at r«asonable
tell
■^•aonmoie prices,
prices. If we please you.
1*11*
Tour friends; if uol, tell
RALPH ft. MORRISON.

Don't buy before looking

A V,

$1toic9Sionai

shoe

^pxiriug.

F U R

■»

W

All Sind* of laundry srura tone si snort notice
Souls called tor an 1 lellvereo.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth, Me
ester Building. State ML.

C«fT,tpiUnt» Salk it xl.

FALLS. ME.

Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.
KLLriWOHIH

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.

is the

There was a quiet wedding at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Pettengill in Ellsworth last Saturday evening, when Miss
Mary Milne, of West Sullivan, and Howard L. Cousins, of Bar Harbor, were married
by Rev. J. W. Tickle, of the
Unitarian church. Both the bride and

on

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS

Ueokoe A.

Ellsworth

Carolyn F.

save

Company.

way to accumulate money is to resolutely
and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

“The

Fred E. Cooke, who promised when he
took the janitorship of Hancock hall, to
bring here some road companies of more
than the average excellence, has been
fortunate in booking “The Shepherd of
the Hills” for Monday, March 15.

clear

clear

basket-ball game at HanThere will
cock hall Friday evening between Ella-

paid for United States postage
or
stamps before 1870. Must not be torn
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to

Soii^by

30—
24—
80—
38-

Union Trust

Dr. Arthur H. Parcher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Parcher, of this city, a
graduate of the Maine medical school,.,
has received an appointment as interne at
the Eastern Maine genera1, hospital in
Bangor for the year beginning iu June.

Next Sunday a special collection will be
taken in the Unitarian church for the
The
American Unitarian association.

Osh

J. P. ELDR1DUE,

8626242318—

was

horns.

fbrenoon afternoon
rain,cloudy cloudy
rain
cloudy
cloudy oldy.anow
cloudy.snow cloudy
fair
cloudy
cloudy
cloudy,fair

Music for all Occasions
I’rivate lessons in all the New Dances
Lessons on Violin and Cornet
Ellsworth
C. K. Monaghan,

i-

sure

ELLSVI ORTH.

Janies E. Ford, of Boston, has been visiting bis mother, Mrs. Abide Ford, for a few
days.
This evening the men of the Unitarian
society will serve a chicken supper at the

If you buy a De Laval you run no rink of
It's tira**-tested
di«’>ati« fact ion or !o»h.

T '-night »'i'l Tlumlay

F«i
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tu es

88—
44—
37—

The merit of a bank lies in its strength and in the applicat'on of
its strength for the benefit of its depositors and the community.
The resources and experience of this bank, its efficient and conservative management and the efforts of officials and employees to
in every way please and satisfy its patrons place this bank in a
particularly strong position, and enable it to render banking service
of the very highest order. To this our customers in Hancock and
Washington counties, numbering more than 5,000, can testify.
If you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered by this bank, we extend an invitation to become a customer,
feeling confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

A large bull moose, with a handsome
set of horns, visited the farm of Myron
King on High street last Saturday afternoon, coming near the buildings. This is
unusually late for a moose to carry bis

Ending at Aftdnlglit Tuesday,

44-

Mass.,

THE STRAND Cream Separators
Key

36-

Mrs.

DK LAVAL

The Master

postofflce half

Surplus. #100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

sent two

March 2, 1915.
(From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipitatiou
condition*
Temperature
Wed
Thurs

Capital, $100,00©.

Bayside grange dramatic club will prefarces, “Popping the Question”
and “When Reuben Comes to Town”, gt
Bayside grange hall Tuesday evening,
March 16, followed by dance and supper.

m.

Mrs. Alice M. Hooper is in Bouton
business.

Look lor the store that displays
the Lamson & Hubbard Sign.

are

m;

WEATHER IN

12 m

Owning of gre«t seri* picture

6 60 p
3.65 p m.

am;

Registered mail should be at
an hour before mail closes.

For Week

F.

4.28, p m.
6.22 p m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOBFICB

Going Wbst—10.40
Going East—6.16 a

reader of The American, who has need of any kind of inI,to inform every
our
all
that
pollcie* combine broad protection and prompt settle
uraiice
Bents with the loweat

m;

Company

ELLSWORTH, ME.

arrival

MAILS BBCniVBD.
m;

Union Trust

received last week of the safe
of the steamship El Dia, .Capt.
at
George P. Woodward,
Bremen,
Germany. She is scheduled to sail from
Bremen for New York to-day.

effect Dec. 28, 1914.

Fbom W bst—6.48 a
Fbom East—11.10 a

aDbttfcnntRts.

to

The third degree will be worked by
Lygonia lodge, V. and A. M to-morrow
evening. Work will begin at 5 o’clock.
A banquet will be served at 6.30, followed
by the closing work.
Capt. John Peterson and son, of the
schooner Wealey Abbott, left Monday for
New Haven, Conn., to superintend some
minor repairs op the vessel before starting her for the season.
George E. Gray, employed at C. J. Treworgy’s mill at Ellsworth Palls, lost the
first finger of his right band and had the
second finger badly mangled while oiling
a stave-edger, this morning.

notices—Judiciary
Legislative
•'

IVTI1ID AS SBOOBD-GLASS MATTS
AT TUB BLLSWOBTH POSTOFFIOB.

Lsmoine.

The Thursday club of the Congregational church 'will meet this week with
the Misses Alexander.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

In announcing its membership in
federal, reserve system

I

brother, H. W. Dunn, before returning

LOCAL AFFAIRS

ANNOUNCEMENT
the

I

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

{

9l.BC.

leaking

or

and convenient.
58
6

Made of brass heav-

ily nickel-plated. Kudus* -I in
able Flannel Bag. Guar- d%Q

wash-

anteed.
5

G A.

PARCHER,

•

Druggist.

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

BDITKD BT

Its Motto:

7,1915.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

communications, and Us success depends largely
C-omon the support given It In this respect
mqnlcatlons must be signed, but tbe name of
be
will
not
writer
piloted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

I Ssm. ix. 17. to x, 1.
Memory Verse, x, 1—Golden Text, I
Pet. ii, 17—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Steams.

T.xt of the Lesson.

all communications

These three chapters, in which we
And today’s lesson trill to x>, tel! a sad
yet beautiful and wonderful story, the
■ad part being Israel's rejection of God
as their king and their desire to be
like other nations; the wonderful past
His most gracious dealings with them
and. the beautiful part, the way He

FREE ADVICE
TO SICK WOMEN
Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense

promptly

These selections sent

—

by

for this week

Be not simply
Thoreau.

E.,

dies

witn

correspondence

good—be good for something.

>

j

presented

It

has

in

the

Her

remove

Clean Sensation

_

thing and saying a hearty “Even so.
Lord." aim to glorify Him by patience
and long suffering with joyfulness. As
Joseph was aide to sav to those cruel
brethren. “Not you. but God," so may
we by His grace (Gen. xlv, 8).

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverish ness. Headache, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move and regulate
the Bowels and destroy worms. They break
Used by mot he is for 26
tip Colds in 24 hours.
years. All druggists, 25c. Sample Fkek. Address, A. 8. Oimstead, LeRoy, N. Y.

cheeks rounded out These words are
uttered from my heart in order that
more
people may know about Vinol as
there is nothing makes me happier in
the world than to relieve the sick
Mother M. Alphonsa Lathrop.O S D
Hawthorne, N.Y.
Such disinterested and reliable testimony should convince everyone of the
merits of Vinol, our delicious cod liver
and iron tonic to build up health and
strength for all weakened and nervous
conditions, whether caused from overwork, worry or chronic coughs and colds.
If Vinol fails to benefit we return your

Committee.

Photo

by American Prcaa Association

money.

Young people, ns n nile. are Intensely
patriotic. They believe—and It la natural they should—that no country equals
their

own

the

native land. No other nation

was

attractively decorated,
in

and

celebra-

Washington’s birthday. Tbe proincluded nationsl songs, readings
by Sisters Gertrude Hutchings, Martha C.
Hutchins, Clara M. Hutchins, Carrie
Crosby, Brothers J. Wesley Eldridge,
Worthy Master
Hutchiiis, Valentine
Ripley and Dr. Brown; aolo, Miss
no
solos, Miss Mildred C.
Churchill; pit
Gross, Miss Lenors Hodgdon. Refreshments were served by two good-natured

tion of
gram

brothers.
BLUEH1LL, 252.

BAST

Feb. 28

candidate

one

Chapman

was

elected

was

accepted.

first trustee
to All vacancy caused by the reaigninent of
Percy T. Moore. It was voted to hold an
afternoon and evening session March 30.
Leon

Central
Rauroad

QUARRIES, FACTORY

love of country and home, for without patriotism to Inspire It no nation
would amount to much. The boys la
the picture are Herman, and tbelr picture was taken durin," a recent visit of
At the
the German emperor to Berlin
present time he does not sjieml much
time at his capital, but more frequently
Is at the battle front The boys, you
will notice, are dressed in uniform.
They were standing at their window
so as to be able to see their loved ruler,
and when be arrived opposite their
place they saluted In true military
fashion.
a

program specially prepared

as

HOME, 403. WEST ELLSWORTH.
Feb. 27 there was a small attendance.
March 13 it is hoped all the officers will be
present, as the master wishes to practice
degree work.
HARVEST

Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth. Me.

O. A.

tbe
legislature; grading and packing
Is so great and powerful and nowhere
apples, equal suffrage, distribution of
State school fund, and the operation of else are the soldiers so brave. It la
telegraph or telephones and other public entirely proper that one should cherish

utilities.
Tbe hall

Y

—“I have been at work among the »i<i
and poor for nearly eighteen years and
whenever I have used Vinol for
run
down, weak or emaciated patients, thev
have been visibly benefited by it One
was so
!***«*.• yoaPK
weak
and ill she could hardly creep to mv door
for aid, and was leaning on a
friend’s
arm.
I supplied Vinol to her liberally

seemed

NABRAM18BIC, 224, ORLAND.
Feb. 20 Narramissic grange convened
with all officers in tbeir stations, and
a good meeting of loyal patrons.
Several
items of business were disposed of, including action on several bills pending in

Charge.

Rosary H-ll Home, Hawthorne, N

RBSOLUTIOMS.

LOCA-

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
j SITES
FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

j

on

the line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

1

give opportunity to those desiring to m»ke
change in location for a new «Urt in life.

a

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material,

and
Double Beheading*.
1. —Remove the ttrst letter from a
|
Good
Land
word which signifies durable and leave
a piece of furniture: behead again and
leave a word that Implies skill.
2. —Remove the first letter from a
Communications regarding locations
building material and leave a musical
sound: take away the next letter and are invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
leave a unit
3. —Remove the first letter from a
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
part of harness and leave a trial of
INDUSTRIAL
si>eed: behead again and leave a single

Farming

Await

Development.

j

BUREAU,

WEST SULLIVAN.
Miss Sara Banker visited relatives in
Gouldsboro last week.

Mrs. S. T. While, of Bangor, is visiting
her cousin, Mrs. U. A. Holt.
Mrs.

G. W. Pettingill is in Ellsworth at
son Elmer.

the home of her

Miss Mary Milne, of this village, and
Howard Cousins, of Bar Harbor, were
married in Ellsworth Saturday evening.
March 1.
M.
FRENCHBORO.
Mrs. Mary Osier has returned home.
Charles Wallaoe spent last week
Waldo boro.

at

have dosed, after a term of ten
taught by Marie McLaughlin and
Vera Ross.
1
Feb. 27.
G.
Schools

weeks

_

SEAL COVE.
J. J. Heath went to Augusta Thursday.
W. 9. Rowe, wife and sons visited at
Swan’s Island this week.
Charles Rowe, engineer of steamer Pernand Mr. Dix visited Mr. Rowe’s
brother, W. 8. Rowe, recently.
*
Feb. 27.
N.

squid,

Tan Thousand Matches

Simple and InslgntBcant

a

Minute.
a match

as

Is, Its manufacture Is a complicated
and elnbora'e process that can lie car
ried on commercially only by means of
a succession of Ingenious machines and
devices that must work at all times
with the utmost precision and delicacy Recent improvements In the process of mating square matches make It
possible to turn out matches from a
single dipping machine at the rate of
more than
an hour, and a green
log Is made Into matches and packed
for shipment In less tban two hours.—
Popular Mechanics.

_

Fresh

Tells How Vinol
Restores
Strength and Vitality to the
Weak, Worn-Out Ones In

Lrroy E. Flvr,
Oscar B. Bowdrn,
Flora L. Ho dodos,

—

Such

ROSARY KILL HOME

evening.

—

—

Patriot*
Saluting Kaiaor WHholm.

Young Gorman

fitting to oar
from oar midst
oar macb-esteeroed and beloved brother, Dr.
Gilbert b. Candage, and
Wkereni, In his removal the grange loses
an
efficient member, the home a faithful
husband and father, and the town an official
of sterling integrity, therefore be it
Retolred, That we extend to toe widow,
our sister Edith, and the family our deepest
sympathy, and while wre shall miss him from
the grange and the home, we must bow in
bumble submission to Him who doeth ail
things well. Be it further
Resolved, That in token of respect for bis
memory, oar charter be draped to mourning
for a period of thirty days, sod that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the widow, one
placed on our records, and a copy sent to Th«
Ellsworth Amkrican and
The
Bangor
Commercial for publication.
Hesveuly Father to

de-

^monoi

was

Whrrtat

uie

My friend is one whom I can associate with
i-H* msiuWS
overruled ordinary events to bring to my choicest thoughts. Thoreau.
seems
man.
It
strange
strict confidence. A woman can freely
Samuel the right
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
that Samuel, knowing so well Eli’s In battle or business, whatever Ibe game.
thus has been established a confidential
failure to govern his sons, should have In law or in love, it is ever the same;
In your struggle for power, or scramble for
correspondence which has extended over
failed himself in the same way (chapter
pelf.
many years and which has never been
vlii, 1-5), but perhaps some who may Let this be
your motto, “Rely on yourself.”—
broken. Never have they published a
read this are not qualified to throw John O.
Sage.
testimonial or used a letter without the
any stones. The desire of the people
written consent of the writer,and never
for a visible king, like all other natious. Back of the loaf is the snowy flour.
And back of tbe flour, the mill;
has the Company allowed these confihurt Samuel, for he was now an old
Back of the mill is tbe wheat, aad the shower,
dential letters to get out of their posman and had all his life judged them
And the sun, and the Father’s will.
session as the hundreds of thousands
righteously; but. knowing that he was
of them in their files will attest
told
he
Lord’s
the
representative,
only
Dear At*w< Madge:
we
should
as
Out of the vast volume of experience
about
It.
always
all
M.
B.'s
are
Him
I hope that all the
enjoying this
do In all things. The Lord reminded beautiful weather, if it is unusual for the which they have to draw from, it is more
Samuel that he was not the rejected season. Some of the weather prophets say than possible that they possess the very
“we shall have something to make up for this,”
knowledge needed in your case. Nothone, but that the people had rejected
but rough weather cannot last very loag, for
ing is asked in return except your good
Him and that Samuel was only sharing
the spring will soon be here.
It is
will, and their advice has helped thouHis rejection (chapter viii.* G-9).
I send you a few quotations, as 1 have noth- ;
sands. Surely any woman, rich or poor, !
so still, for our Lord Jesus counts all
ing of interest. Perhaps they will be handy
should be glad to take advantage of this
treatment of His messengers as done j sometime, and the recipes, too.
I
hope
generous offer of assistance. Address
to Himself (Matt. x. 24. 25. 40).
you enjoy the bouquets, you certainly deE.
Lydia EL Pinkham Medicine Co., (conThe Lord told Samuel to heed their serve them. With love.
I give you part of a personal letter 1 fidential) Lynn, Mass.
request, but to protest and show them
what manner of man the king would Lave juat received from Melissa. You reEvery woman ought to have 1
be. This he did In the six times “He member sbe sent me tbe Pasadena flower I.ydla
E. Pinkham’s 80-page
A borne friend of bers
will take" of chapter vlll. 10-18. Not- carnival book.
Text Book. It Is not a book for
withstanding the warning the people wbo bas The American there each week general distribution, as it is too
Insisted that they must have a king. wrote ber:
expensive. It is free and only
Samuel told the Lord their decision,
obtainable by mail.
Jan. 1 was a lovely day, just like a July day
Write for
a
them
at
back home. Our party met
Hotel Clark.
it today.!
and He told Samuel to make
The
auto
was
a
floe
sightsixteen-passenger,
king (chapter viii, 19-22).
Whether it be in answer to our right seeing car. There were fourteen of us in the i
the <E*ranc|fr9.
We had recar. and the ride was gran !.
or our wrong requests. It is often His
served seats in front of Hotel Maryland, so j
This column is devoted to the Orange. esway to do beyond our desires, and so i we had a One view of the parade.
Afterward
He selected for them the finest looking we rode out in the country among the moun- pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is
open to all grangers for the
man in all Israel—a choice young man. | tains and orange groves.
discussion of topics of general interest, sad
none goodlier and head and shoulders j
for
of
reports
grange meetings. Make letters
Melissa adds that she has just finished
short and concise. All communications must
taller than any other (chapter ix. 1. 2: reading
‘‘The
Winning of Barbara be
signed, but names will Dot be printed exSamuel did not need to look j Worth”, and she sends the
x, 23).
clipping about
for him nor to have any anxiety as to Henry Van Dy ke, taken from the Woman'a cept by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
finding the right man. for the Lord Home Companion, which I am gald to the editor, but none will be rejected without
told him in his ear one day. “Tomorrow place in the column:
good reason.
about this time I will send thee a man
Aside from other more practical consideraout of the land of Benjamin" (chapter
tions, it seems most appropriate that our new
BAY VIEW, SALISBURY OOVK, 267.
lx. 15, 1G). 1 like that expression “told representative in the land of dikes and : Feb. 24 tbe first degree was
given to
him in his ear.” for It is a great thing “Vans ’should be a Van Dyke. As minister three.
George P. Fogg gave bis report of
to
Dr.
The
Netherlands
Van
au
Henry
Dyke,
to have an ear for God. an anointed
lecturers’ conference at Bangor which
The ex-president of the Holland society, is contained
ear to hear His voice. His only.
many good hints and suggesto the home of his Dutch
returning
merely
commonplace events which the Lord ancestors. Doctor Van Dyke was born in tions for future meetings.
used to bring the unsuspecting man to Germantown, Pa., in 1852: and the
Nearly 200 were present at the grange
symbols
Samuel are fully told in chapter tx, D. D., LL. D. and M. A. which be is en- rally Feb. 19. Seven past-masters re3-14, and. If He thus wrought for an titled to write after his name, may be sponded to the toastmasters’ call with inunbelieving man and a rebellious ;>eo- considered—in part, at least—the fruits of his teresting reminiscences of the work of the
ple, how much more will He work on studies in the Brooklyn Polytechnic institute, grange when first organised.
behalf of His own. who truly desire to Princeton university, Princeton theological
Music by grange orchestra and recita- !
seminary, and the University of Berlin.
tions by Sisters Effie Shand and Lottie
please Him! (Rom. vtii. 32; Un. xlvlil,
Doctor Van Dyke was ordained a Presby17.)
features of tbe
terian minister in 187V. and has been professor Andrews were pleasing
The special lesson portion assigned of English literature at Princeton since 1900. program. An old-fashioned harvest sup>us today begins with Saul approaching
While a man of exceptional scholarship, per was served, after which games were
Samuel by the direction of the young he is no pedant, bat delightfully human in enjoyed.
maidens whom he met going out to thought, feeling and expression, as the popuA three-act comedy drama will be given
How many Bible inci- larity of his religions and ethical books, hla March 4 and 5.
draw water.
and
his
shows.
literary
essays
poetry
clearly
|
dents there are associated with women
HARBORSIDK, 478, SOUTH BROOKSVILLB.
drawing water, and how these maidens
East coo tributes the following, think*
Uarborside grange held an extra session
must have rejoiced a few days or
ing some of the M. B.’s would like to
Feb. 22, to confer third and fourth degrees.
weeks later that they had been used
try it:
There was no regular meeting Wednesday,
to direct the king to Samuel! There is
A pretty plant for a centerpiece can be as many members attended the Pomona
a lot of comfort in the assurance that
from
grape fruit seeds. Fill a pot of meeting at Bluehill.
God worketh all things after the coun- grown
good loam with as many seeds as you can get
sel of His own will and a whole lot into
it. The seeds must be thrust into the
ALAMOOSOOK, EAST ORLAND, 409.
more when we are willing to have Him
soil as soon as they are removed from the
Feb. 20, one candidate was instructed in
work in and through us the good
fruic. The plant grows rapidly, resembling
the first and second degrees. There will
works He has prepared for us (Kph. smilax, and the leaves are a beautiful shiuy
be a harvest supper March 6.
1, 11; it, 10). As Saul drew near to green color that is delicate and rich. Water
Samuel again the anointed ear heard as often as any other plant.
SCENIC, 529, WALTHAM.
the Lord’s whisper; “Behold the man
Feb. 24, forty-eight were present, with
Peach on Apple Cob bleb—Prepare a
whom 1 spake to thee of! This same
visitors who joined in the literary proshall reign over my people” (verse 17). | rich shortcake crust, use sweet cream to
Fill a baking gram. The grange plans to entertain tbe !
The words "Behold the man!" make mix with if you have it.
at the next meeting. Kefresbdish with pared and stoned peaches or deputy
us think of Zech. vi, 12, and John xix,
ments will be served.
5, 24, the God-man, the King who shall apples; one cup sugar (more if liked
cover and bake an hour or until
yet rule over a4 Israel and over all na- sweet);
LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
tions forever.
As the maidens were well done; cool and serve with sugar and
The grange held a tine meeting Feb. 20.
used to direct Saul to Samuel, so may cream. I always grease a pudding dish, it First and second
degrees were conferred
w ashes so much easier.
E.
we all be used to direct many “whoon two candidates and one
application for
A Dpuea mackerel alway appeals to my
soevers" to Him who is ready to save
membership was read.
them and share Ills kingdom with taste. If salt, have it well freshened, wipe
dry, brown on both sides after boiling,
them.
mariavillk. 441.
Now we Hud Saul in the kind hands cover lightly with butter and pepper to
Feb. 20, about thirty members were presServe flesh side up. ent and an
of Samuel at a surprise party, where suit the taste.
interesting meeting was held.
he hears wonderful things which he Salmon and herring are good the same
Feb. 27 the third and fourth degrees
way, or even salt cod flsh.
never expected to hear and which all
were conferred on two.
A harvest supper
A recipe 1 haven’t tried, but think I will:
lie Is the most honored
came to pass.
was served.
C. L. Sharnl gave an interestCream op Peanut Soup
Allow one
would
guest. Samuel, knowing that (hid
ing talk oq Scotland, with music on the
pint shelled peanuts to a quart of milk
do as lie had said, hod made every Hilda
pint of water. Run the peauuts bagpipes.
preparation and had invited these thir through a food chppper, using medium
HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
ty people to meet him. After the feast knife. Grate a small onion and add to the
Cook
Feb. 26, during the lecturer’s hour, the
Samuel communed with Saul, then peanuts; penper and salt to ta9te.
i in a double boiler twenty minutes; members enjoyed an old-fashioned candy
cared for him overnight, in the morn- i thicken with a rounding
tablespoon of
ing again communed with him alone. flour rubbed smooth iu a little cold milk, a pall.
of
butter; cook ten minutes
The servant, having passed on. showed tablespoon
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
Flavor as you like.—E.
him the word of God. kissed him and ! longer.
Feb. 27 the program included short !
anointed him captain over the Lord’s
readings, a piano solo by Ethel Fogg and
iUmrrtistmnUB
inheritance. Saul's humility (verse 21)
report of lecturers’ conference in Bangor
reminds us of that of Gideon (Jtuig. vl.
by the lecturer, Karel Cowing. The topic
15). and well would it have been for
for discussioo for the meeting of March 13
a
him if he had continued thus humble.
will be: “The effect upon us of the EuNote also his wise conduct townrd his
ropean war." The grange will serve a
enemies in chapter x. 27, "He held hie
dinner for the town meeting March 8.
i
In the mouth after you take a Dyspeace,” or. as in the margin. “He was
pep-let. Just try one. Crush it beas though he had been deaf.”
ComSEDGWICK, 244.
tween your teeth and swailow it
pare Ts. xxxviii, 13.
slowly. You can almost immediately
Feb. 19, sixty members were present,
Chapter x, 7, is one of the most rest- I feel its beneficial effect. Your stom- and visitors from Rainbow
granges. The
ach seems to say ‘•That’s just the
ful verses ! ever found. “Do as occahelp
third
and fourth degrees were Worked
I needed for my big task of
digession serve thee, for Cod Is with thee.”
tion."
Dys-pep-lets sweeten and upon three.
And the context teaches me that each
the
strengthen
stomach,
prevent
sourness
and gas inflation and proHANCOCK POMONA.
morning, as i start the day. the Lord
mote the natural functions.
In no
Hancock Pomona grange met in the
knows every one I shall meet and all
other way can you ensure so much
town hall at Bluebill, Feb. 24, being enthat shall come my way. He orders all
stomach comfort as by buying and
tertained by the three granges of BlueFhe circumstances, and I have only to
using a ten cent box of Dys-pep-lets.
hill. This is the first meeting of its kind
fit in. not counting ruy own will or
in this county, and it was a great success.
pleasure, but. seeing nis hand in every—

I For the Children

and in Odd Fellows hail by the laA
the entertaining granges.

MEMORIAL

partment of the Lydia E. Pink ham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass.
Your letter
will be opened, read
and answered by a
woman and held in

:

‘Sfcbnttaciuma.

MA88APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLURH11A..

woman’s private

fine

of

drama

Women suffering from any form of
female ills are invited to communicate

to

are a

church

Suggestions.

The American.
Kllsworth, Me.

“opening”

Although weather conditions wars unfavorable, nearly 400 patrons were present.
The welcome eras given by Dr. Littlefield, and the response was by Roy C.
Haines, of Ellsworth. State Master Stetson was the principal speaker of the day.
Marie Gurdy, of the U. of M., spoke on
the forming of clubs for girls.
Degree of Pomona was conferred on a
Dinner and supper
class of fifty-four.
were served in the vestry of the Baptist

"*DHT MAMl".

The purposes of this column are succtnc j
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut *1
oeneflt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful!
Belng for the common good. It Is for the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. lii this capacity It solicits

Lesson X.—First Quarter, Foi
March

gMKftttaratt.

JHutual Bmtfit Column.

Common Law.
The early settlers brought with them
the laws and system of courts which
they had been used to In England.
These laws bad grown partly out of
men's sense or right, also out of men’s
dealings lu trade anil in holding propAs new questions rose In the
erty
courts the decisions became precedents
to help decide other cases
The common law is the accumulation of such
decisions through many generations.—
New York American

Long Tailsd Roosters.
Undertaking to breed roosters with
but one aim In view, that of lengthening the tail feathers, the natives of
the Island of Shikoku. Japan, have
produced, after a hundred years of patient efforts, some marvelous results.
It Is of record that tall feathers eighteen feet In length are to be seen on
the Island.- ArgonauL
Dou’t'le* the

baby auger from eczema, seres
any itching of the skin. Doan's eintment
gives instant relief, cures quicky. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it. —Adii.

or

spot.
4. —Remove the first letter from a
1
grain and create warmth; behead again
and learn what to do with the first
word.
5. —Remove the first letter from an !
edge and leave a place of amusement:
remove the next letter and you can
write with It.
6. —Remove the first letter from the
coat and leave a grain; behead again
and leave something very cold.
7. —Remove the first letter from a
shallow dish and you will be behind
time: take away the next letter and
It will be eaten.
Answers.—1. Stable, table, able.
2.
Stone, tone. one. 3. Trace, race. ace.
4. Wheat, heat, eat 5. Brink, rink. Ink.
& Price, rice. Ice. 7. Plate, late, ate.
The Oam* of Tsapot.
Ad amusing game to be played by
Let
any number U culled “teapot.”
one player choose a word.
The others
are to guess the word.
In order to do
this they all ask questions which the
word chooser must answer.
This
sounds simple.
The difficulty, how
ever, is that the chosen word must
hare two meanings, “roll," for in
stance, which may mean either the
variety we ujoy for breakfast, or to
turn over and over.
Or it may be
wonls spelled differently, but pronounced alike, such as “night" and
"knight”
In answering the questions the play
er must use the meanings alternately,
substituting "teapot" for the chosen
word.
Thus, suppose the wool is
“toll," the tieginner might ask. “Does
it belong to the vegetable kingdom*;"
The answer would be. "Teapot does belong to the vegetable kingdom”
Suppose the next player asks. “How
would you get to the top of a high
mountain?” The answer might Ik-. *1
could not teapot there.” The successful guesser has the privilege of cboosing the next word.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTLAND, MAINE.

READ THIS

Rheumatism,
Bruise*, by
arts with hot
oroughty with
r

Son

Mutdu, I

or

WILL GET PROMPT RELIEF.
This rcUehlo ramady tea base
IN USE OVIR IOO YEARS.
Taken Internally on —far or ta aw***•nod water it can ho ralted upon in
of congho, colds, son throat, bronciuu*
25 end 00 cants cl dad arm.

I

L 8. J0HBB014 (Xh, Ima, Bwtoa. Hi*
PARSONS’ PILLS relieve
Constipation end Headache

FRECKLES.

!
1

Out
i February and March Brine
How to l!«‘*
Spot*.
UiiKiglitly
;
move KuMily.
j
The

woman

February and
likely to cover

with

tender

March
her face

skin

drrad*

they
ith ugly frt

because
w

are

*nfi
No matter bow thick her veil, the
a strong tendency to make fcer
freckle.
Fortunately for her peace of mind tbe
!
recent discovery of a new peremption,
otbitie—double strength, makes it possible
for even those most
susceptible to freckle*
winds have

to

keep

their skin

clear aud

whit*-.

stubborn a case of frecklesymi
have, tbe double strength othme *•’

matter how

1

i

remove

them

Get an ouuce from your drugget an<*
banish tbe freckles.
Money back ‘I
fails.

Advice For Hiking Scouts.
TO REMOVE EVERY
There are several things for
boy i
scouts to remember when
SION OF
on
going
hikes. An old woodman gives the adIf your hair is not pretty; if >! *s
vice. “Never walk over anything
you losing color, too dry, full of dandruff,
can walk around; never
step on any- falling out, or if your scalo itches,
thing that you can step over” II. tv. you can quickly overcome all of these
Gibson, in an article on the subject of conditions at a trilling cost with this
hikes, advises a pace of two or three simple home treatment.
Just get from G. A. Parcher some
miles an hour and warns against exParisi hi Sage, a most helpful and in*
cessive water drinking on the
part of vigoratlng tonic that suppres every
the hikers. He also advises that
the hair need, it is easily applied auo
scout carry only the
things absolutely absolutely harmless.
Improve went
needed, rolled in blankets, poncho begins with the ttrst’spplicati.m, for
Parisian
Sage not only nourishes the
army style.—Chicago Tribune.
hair roots but stimulates vour hair w
grow
long, thick, soft,' fluffy an®
Table Manners.
lustrous. It immediately remove*
When I am eating bread and
every bit of dandruff, slops itch"'*
cake
I never smack my lips:
scalp and surely gives your hair new
And milk 1 always try to
take
life aud beauty.
In quiet little sips.

DANDRUFF

At breakfast luncheon and
at tea
I hold my fork Just
right.
For little folks should
always be

Exceedingly polite.

—Portland Oregonian.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

▲ toilet pr*'t>*j’at»on ot w r,t
Help* to rndinUff diutrli «»•

For Reatorin* Color and
HaifBeauty to Cray or I- aded>►•-»■
bthr. and

$1.00 at

Ifru.T:

-.t.
He iu directed to the
Ann Smith, and It was

.....

A BIT of inside

history.

I Captain Dill’s

x«> to 0# With «h« War lotwom
Russia and Japan.

I
*

Stanhope's hook of recol
*
speotal correspondent.
^ftluna a»
of the Great," be tells
-qb the To act
story relating to the war
, carious
and Japan and helps
between Bussla
the value or dlplom to understand
and the sources from
fitie assuruncea
wfcich ccntomporary history la writjn Ant)”*.'

**?1

being at that time
In Petersburg and being
terms with Marquis
op rery friendly
jQcbi. the Japanese minister, and one
had communicated to that
giy after 1
liplomat some news of special interbe said: ‘1 know I
gt to his country,
In eight
gs trust you to keep silent
time Japan will make war upon

Good Luck
::

Search For

a

::

House* 1

keeper Ends Most

::

Happily.

remain her once,

correspondent

jeon'

“Hit# too found a housekeeper?”
asked Emmeline sympathetically.
“Not quite." answered Hie captain
cautiously. “1 reckon i can set aj»us

By BOWERS D. JAMES

I

Captain Dill poha] his pen around In
Uie bottle and brought It dripping
inky
blota
to a sheet of fair white
paper
While the captain's stiff angers

Bassia.
-Vly astonishment was immense. i moved laboriously back and forth
•What. 1 said. 'Japan make war on across the paper bis
Ups murmured
gnsslaP
! different versions of the advertisement
And he "as
'■Tea.' he replied. Inevitably.
trying to write.
see that when It takes place
“Wanted—a sensible, middle aged
joa will
Oe
found
will
utterly
unprewoman
gossia
as housekeeper.’*
Impatiently

I

>
pared.
"eight years later I wae again In
This time the Japanese
Petersburg
gdnlster was M. Knrlno There la going to be no war.' be asanred me.
There Is going to be war, your ex

celle nry.'
"M Knrlno gave a quick, sharp look.
Hr had Juat returned from the foreign
office, where be bad assured Count
Umsdorff that Japan had no warlike

Intentions
yon say that?"
Because Marquis Klshi told me
night years ago that Japan would make
wir on Russia in eight years' time.'
■'it WSS told yon in confidence.
Keep It as such.' he replied
"At that moment Marqola Nlshl was
In Tokyo and formed part of the min
Istry which warn organising the details
of the sudden attack upon ituaata
which occurred a few days later
"And. as Nlshl had said. Japan found
-■What makes

gornta quite unprepared."

be scratched out the line.
“Dum It all. that won't do! Tnln't
one woman In a dosen's going to udmlt
she's middle aged.
How's this?"
"Wanted-housekeeper; must be neat
and handy; age no object"
Captain
Dill groaned as he also erased this line.
“Humph! 1 can guess what Emmeline Hood'll say when she reads that
Khe’ll be around town tattling that
Cap'n Dill’s trying to get a good lookIng young woman to keep bouse for
him. Well. I'll cut out that ’age no ob.
Ject’ One things certain. Emmeline
Hood’ll never fill any of the specifics
tlons 1 demand
I've heard that she’s
the worst housekeeper In Tine Hollow."
When Captain Dill's advertisement
finally appeared In the weekly Clarion
It wua a curt message to the unattached housekeepers of Pine Hollow to
come to bis bachelor abode and make
him comfortable;
VV A NT ED. Housekeeper; good
right party.
Apply Captsln
Dill
—

to

A TOUGH

SOLOIER,

Wounds Soomod to Maks Lord Napier
Fight All tha Bottor.
Wendell Holmes said that the
lamp or a man's life bna three wloksbrain, blood and breatb-and that to
tom down an; one of them makes the
other two fo out The wounds a man
will survive and even disregard so
Ion* as his bead, heart and lungs are
snhart have long been one of the wou
dsrs of war history
Lord Napier had an utter Indifference to wounds, and the wonderful
celerity of Ills recovery makes an In
Two of his wounds
tervstlng story
he had not cared to notice at all In
bis record of services furnished to
Hart's army list
He was severely wounded at KeroxeIbah In December, 1M&. but bad recovered in time to take part In tbe battle
of Sobraon. seven weeks later.
Before Mooitan. In the middle of September. im\ a cannon abut all but took
off his leg. but be was marching and
Ughtlng again by tbe second week In
Oliver

November.
Jau. 12 following be waa severely
wounded in tbe trenches, but he was
able to march several hundred miles
across the coantry and tight at Gujrat
one mouth later to a day.
He waa shot in the leg at the first rebel of Lucknow, but nevertheless rode
oat next day and brought In the rear
guard, after which throughout the
blockade be did continuous and arduous service
At tbe second relief he
was severely wounded, hot this did not
kinder him from taking up tbe active
doty of chief engineer at tbe Alumbaugb a faw days later.—Washington

wages

Henry

Old Mrs. Pilling, who lived opposite
the captain's cottage, sat behind her
parlor blinds and watched the different
as they approached the snug
cottage that almost encroached upon
the sandy beach, for It was the last
bouse on the road.
First came Miss Fhoebe Harding,
daintily nt-ai In n«>r attire. but gruptng
She
along In ber nearsighted way.
passed the captain's gate and walked
to the end of the fence and around the
corner before site detected her mistake
Then after she had interviewed the
bluff captain, who bad tv guide her to
tbe gate and set her Wifely on her homeward way. Mrs. Filling picked up ber
convenient telephone receiver aud told
ber dearest friend that I'boebe Hard
lug wouldn't do because she was too

applicants

nearsighted.
After that Mrs. ID ling spent a busy
afternoon between tbe window aud the
She bad to report that
telephone.
Jane Smith wouldn't do because she
was stoue deaf—and that Auute Ityan
was slack—and Miranda Feltman was
too

Inquisitive.

“1 declare. I don't know wnat tbe
poor man's going to do." she said at
lash

And Emmeline Hood at tbe other end
of tbe wire, bung up her receiver and
put on ber best bat and sallied forth.
When she reached Captain Util's
boose she deliberately waved ber band
to Mrs. Filling, sitting wide eyed and

without one.” be added, wltb a swift
at ber eager face.
Emmeline did out blink.
“Why did you advertise for one
4md V sbe asked bluntly.
''I’ve bad rbeumatiz In my bands,
and I can t do for myself—leastways
not very handily." admitted the captain. looking apprehensively at ber
eager, determined countenance.
“If 1 was tree 1 would offer to come
myself." said Emmeline kindly, "but
I’m wondering If you’ve thought of a
woman who needs the work badly.
She's a poor widow with one girl that
•he’s trying to keep in school a spell
longer. The widow la a neat boosekeeper, and there's some aa likes bar
cooking. I never could abide It myself.
I like my food real rich and
hearty." Miss Hood’s complexion testified to this latter fact.
The captain looked Interested, yet
doubtful.
"1 don't know as I'd care about having a half grown girl around the bouse.
Still, she’d be company for her ma,
and 1 would be free to come and go.
I don’t aeein to recollect any wlddere
with girls.
Who did you say It was.
Id Isa Emmeline?”
”1 didn't say.” retorted Emmeline
dryly as she arose to her tall height,
“but she Uvea over to East Hollow,
and ahe needs the money mighty bad.
Her name Is Smith now. She(was Cyrus Stafford's youngest daughter.”
Captain Dill turned very red, even
to bis ears; then the color faded slowly. leaving bis sunburned countenance
pale and grim.
“I'm oblige)) to you. ma am. be said
coldly. “You've' put yourself out conelderable to come and tell me this. I’ll
"
look Into the matter
Emmeline found that the bluff old
sailor was bowing her toward the door,
and abe suddenly found berself without words at the end of her ready

glance

“1 want t* know!” ejaculated Mrs.
Filling. “Not IJbble Mills?"
“Taln't likely I'm putting any good
things In the way of Lib Mills, after
the way she's talked about me." re"No. It's some
proached Emmeline.
oue else—some one who lives In East
Hollow, a widow woman with a half
grown girl"- She smiled significantly.
Mrs. Filling's long face grew longer
her mouth opened In Incredulous
as
Her little eyes were remisurprise.
niscent
"Emmeline Hood, you never suggest
ed Ann Smith's name?"
Miss Hood nodded triumphantly.
What did
“Well, you've got nerve.
he

say?"

think Henry was good enough to marry Ann—seems like judgment that Ann
should so come down In the world aa
to be Henry's housekeeper.”
Emmeline smiled grimly.
“I don't know as It will ever come
to anything. Polly, but It was kinder
satisfying to me to see him awaller

n?°h

hard over It.”
•

2Ufcm:«mnu*.

and enopen moutiled In tbe window,
tering tbe neat, white painted gate
went op the shell bordered path to the
captain's front door.
Captain Dill's Jaw sagged when he
recognized his tall, thin visitor.
••Howdjr do. mam?" he Inquired
he ushered her Into bia
a»

politely,
Sitting room.
Emmeline's dark eyes darted

If You

and
•^ troubled with heartburn, gases
take •

*

datremtd feeling

after eating

Dyspepsia

_Tablet

before and

after each meal and-youwiH
“bUinprosspt relief. Bold only.byua,2fio
a Q. Moore.

••••••

Captain Henry Dill sat quietly In
his great chair for an hour after Em-

captain dill POKED his ten abound in
the bottle and IIIIOUUHT it on to a
SHKVT or WHIT* PAPKB.

here

and there and noted with strong disapproval In their depths tbe clutter of
the side table and
pipes and tobacco on
the disordered heap of newspapers on
the floor beside the captain's favorite
chair; otherwise the room waa neat
enough If one Ignored the light layer
of dust over everything_

ANIMAL.

FERTILIZE
INTENSIVE
getting

means

better returns from a

than others get from

more

New England Animal Ferttiizt.1
make intensive farming possible for every one
because they fill the sell with fertility. They
< rc composed of nature’s plant food in its
mn=tf concentrated form
Bone, Blood and
Meet
and are held right there until required
by t ie crop in all stages of growth and matuNew England Fertilizers are so carerity.
fully prepared and so thoroughly mixed that
run
they
evenly and smoothly through any
machine —a great saving of tune and labor.
—

—

If in doubt as to what brand to use write us
information and ask for our book of suggestions.

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY.
40 A No. Market St., Boston, Mass.

JW—.

»

Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
As Soon

itss Cut Up

as

Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

Take a Rug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Rug Form.
so

Whittling

a

is little trouble, amply repaid
quantity. Try this experiment and

pipeful

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

Slice it

3 Ounces

10c

you

as

use

it

tively.

Health Promotes H»pP<M*4
Without health, genuine Joy is impossible;
without good digestion snd regular bowel
•movement jou caonot have health. Why
oeg.ect keeping bowels
open and risk being
**ct and
siting? You don't hsvs to. Take
one,man I)r King’s New Life Pill at night,
the
morning you will have a full. free
jn
o°»tl movement and feel much better. Help*
Try one todigestion.

“And would you marry mo If I wera
poor clrl, working for a living?" ask•4 the heiress.
*

NEW EN

—

When the door bad closed gently
upon her she walked across the street
and knocked at Mrs. PUllng’s door.
The door flew open Instantly, for
never once during that brief quarter
hour bad Mrs. Filling's thin noae been
away from her front window.
“Come In. Emmeline!" she cried.
“What In time have you been doing
You ain’t thinking of
over yonder?
keeping house for the captain?"
Emmeline tossed her head as she
rocked slowly to and fro.
“1 ain't keeping house for anybody
'cept myself and my cat,” she returned tartly. “1 been to call on the captain and recommend a suitable house8tie smiled secrekeeper for him.”

“Darling.” responded the accepted
•oltor. “it wouldn't be fair. Ton'd be
doing enough In supporting yourself.**—
Philadelphia Ledger.

Ceneiderate.

Z&jttttfcnunti.

not

tongue.

"He turned all colors of the rainbow.
could see be was flabbergasted.
I
Served him good and right too. I ain’t
forgot bow be treated my slater Angeilne."
"But, Emmeline— Angellne sala herself that Uen Dill paid her a mite of
attention—she married Orpba Fenn
and la happy aa a clam at high water”- Mrs. Pilling atopped suddenly
under Emmeline's fierce gaze.
“Of course.” she said to benelf; “It
was Emmeline that tried to catch the
captain, and It's her revenge ahe’a getting now—to go and throw op Ann
Stafford In his face.”
“Well. Emmeline.” added Mr*. Pilling. ”1 suppose It did surprise Henry
Dill to know that Cy Stafford's daughter needed work when old Cy didn’t

■tar.

of Mr*.
ontU hts
band »ai lifted to knock at tne door In
the ell of the coxy cottage tout a midden panic seized linn
He was about
to turn and Dee w Den the duoi opened
and a pleasant voice balled ulm
“I tbongbt l neard toutstep*.
Who
la ItT Come rigid in obi'
Ann smith and captain uni faced
each other In the lighted rocm. Henry
Dill did not see a worn and faded little
woman with deep bine eyes and a
tremulous a tulle, and Mrs. Smith did
not see a middle aged man with grizzled hair and mustache.
One saw a
blue eyed girl with pink cheeks and
b(own hair, and the other saw a sunburned sailor lad with loving Drown
eyes.
“It’s me. Ann." said the captain aim
ply as he stretched out a Dig nand.
“Are yoo glad to see me?"
Tears cam* Into the blue eyes, but
she smiled and gave her hand into 01s
grasp. There was no need foi words.
They Dad loo lied across tbe euasm or
fears which had so long divided them,
and they read eternal youth and love
in each other's eyea
"It's all accident that I came Dare tonight.” began tbe captain after awhile,
and then he told her tbe whole story,
Dome

meline Hood had left his bouse.
It was something of a shock to him
to learn that Ann Smith was living
near by and was In want. *He had
loved Ann twenty years ago. and he
bad never loved another woman sinceOld Cy Stafford had scoffed at the Idea
of bis daughter marrying a sailor before the mast, and the young couple
bad been parted. Henry had remained away for many years cruising In
foreign parts and when after many
years he returned to his old borne be
learned that Ann Stafford bad married
years ago and gone out west to live.
That she bad returned, poor and widowed, was news to him. It was not
surprising that be did not know. It
was only a few of the older people or
the bitter minded, like Emmeline Hood,
who would remember his connection.
The moon was Hooding bis garden
when the captain, arrayed In bis best
blue suit and carrying a cocobolo cane
be bad brought from China, went hurrying down to the wharf, where bis
motorboat was tied at the foot of the
stepa
In five minutes the little boat chugged out of the shallow harbor, rounded
the point and turned into the tittle bay
of Bast Hollow village-

TTB

ALL

ACCIDENT

TONIGHT.

BEGAN

THAT 1 OAME HERE
THE CAPTAIN.

and when Du told How Emmeline Hood
Had recommended bis old sweetheart
us
a
Housekeeper Ann Smith a Dlue
eyes Hustled, for she understood Just
wtiat Emmeline Hood bad meant by
tbe

suggestion.

"And you doD't Deed tbe work, Ann?"
asked tbe captain, amazed, as be looked around the comfortably furnished
room and recognized many articles that
bad tielouged In tbe old Stafford borne.
Ann Smith shook ber bead.
"I bud my share of father's estate."
she explained, "and aftet my husband
died I came here to East Hollow because my married sisters all live here,
and I wanted to be near them.
My
daughter, Daisy, la growing up. You
must come agalo and see Der.
She la
spending tbe evening at Der cousin's.
To make a long story short. Captain
Dill did go again, again and yet again
until Ann Smitb decided she must
marry him In order to get rid of him.
While Henry Dill was doing bis belated courting of bla old sweetheart
I'lne Hollow folks gossiped and watebed tbe growth of tbe affair with interested eyes, and Onally when the
wedding bad taken place and tbe captain brougbt bla wife and stepdaughter to his renovated cottage tbere was
a
scurrying to and fro to call upon
the bride.
"Emmeline. 1 can't tnank yon enough
For putting me on tbe right track after
Ann." grinned Captain Dill to Alisa
Hood when she made her call upou
them
"1 didn't even know she was
so near by as East Hollow."
Miss Hood smiled crookedly and said
she was glad; then she went forth to
scatter the seed of her dissatisfaction
at tbe way matters had turned out.
"Married Ann Smith for her money."
declared Miss Hood, but In the face of
their mutual happiness no one believed
a word of It
The Telephone Exchange.
There was a continuous sound of
steady cadence In
many voices: a
which no Individual note dominated; a
hundred women's voices Incessantly repeating brief sentences with a rising
Inflection at the end. each sentence
lost In tbe continuous tumnlt of sound.
In a long line, perched on high stools,
they sat before the black panels which
rose behind their narrow desk,
into
the transmitters
hung from their
necks—they articulated their strange
confused chorus. And apparently without relation to the words they uttered
a hundred pairs of bands reached back
and forth across the panels, weaving
—

Interminably

a

never to

lie

completed

pattern on Its finely checkered face.
On tbe panels a thousand little lights
blinked white and disappeared. Tiny
••liarks of rnby and green flashed and
were gone.
Datlrlng. tbe white stars
dickered In and out. and behind them
raced the tireless hands, weaving a
strange pattern with tbe long green
cords.
And unbroken, unintelligible,
tbe murmur of the girls' voices vibrated unceasingly.—Joseph Hubbard In
Atlantic.

Ready!
To make

a

“batch”

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a
nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv-

ing

that makes the

family smile.

All from William Tell and all
always good -because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milliug yours only in
(29)

William Tell Flour
WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.

Another Link With
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth

Falls*

Citizens

Add

Their Praise.

C. W. GRINDAL.

Uric Acid Poison
Undermines Health
Rheuma

Drives It from the System
Eliminates Rheumatism.
Ever since Rheuma has been sold in this
vicinity, the sale of tbis marvelous rheuand

remedy has been steadily on
This is due to the fact that
Rheuma is guaranteed to eliminate rheu-

matism

the increase.

Another link with oar neighboring
town of Ellsworth Falls is provided
ya
the following grateful and generous statement of a a well-known resident there,
Mr. Frank E. Feruald, who says; “Off
and on for two or three years I was
annoyed by attacks of backache and dull
pains through my loins. Once I had a
severe spell and couldn’t stoop.
After I
sat down, it was hard for me to get up.
Having read a great deal about Doan’s
Kidney Pills I got a supply, and it required only one box, obtained at Moore’s
Drug Store, to permanently cure me.
Time has not changed my high opinion
of Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 willingly confirm my termer endorsement.”
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Fernald had.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

matism

It is
do

not

a

or

money back.

quick acting remedy,

have to

wait

a

too.

long time (or

You
re-

Rheuma starts at once to act on the
kidneys, liver, bowels and blood, and before 24 hours the poisonous uric acid, the
chief cause of rheumatism, has begun to
sults.

pass out of the body through the regular
channels. It is also good for gout and

neuralgia.

One 50-cent bottle will prove to any
rheumatic sufferer that Rheuma surely
will cure rheumatism. Bold by Q. A. Parcher and all druggists.

Notice.
Pauper
coutmeted with the City of Ellsworth
for those who
HAVIltfo
support and
may need assistance daring five
to

care

years beginlegal reeldenta of
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting theca
on my account, as there ie plenty of room

ning Jan. 1, 1915, and

are

and accommodations to care for them at
the City Farm bones.
Abthuk B. Uitouil

<£t)t (gUswortl) American
4

LOCAL AND POLITICAL
POBLISHBD

JOURNAL

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
RT THR

Hancock county publishing oo
a year; *1.001or six
months: JO cents for three months; If paid
cents
strictly In advance. 41 so, » and 38All ar
respectively Single copies 5 cents.of 42
pet
rearages are reckoned at the rate

be
Adsertlslng Ratee—Are reasonable and will
made known on applicationBnsl ness communications sbouid be addressed
and all cheeks and money orders made pay
note to Thi Hancock Cocbtt Pdblibhtno
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.
to.

This week’s edition of Tte
American is 2.450 copies.

The

2,500

MARCH 3, 1915.

Elections.

municipal election in Ellsworth
Monday resulted in the return of the
republicans to full control of city afThe

A much more satisfactory administration than that of the mnnicipal year just ended Bhould result.
This will be a republican year. Tnere
fairs.

will be no division of

The republicans

must

responsibility.
accept the full

responsibility of giving to the city a
We believe
good adminiatration.
they will do it.
The municipal elections tbronghont
the State offer inspiration for republicans, warning for democrats, and food
for thought for the handful of progressives still remaining.
Elections were held in ten Maine
cities. Seven of them elected republican mayors and three democratic
mayors. Waterville, the stronghold
«f Maine democracy, has elected a republican mayor and city government,
for the first time in years. In Anbnrn,

1

ALEXANDER C

Whom the voter* of Ellsworth have elected mfcyor for a seventh terra,
never before conferred upon nn Ellsworth man.
F.LLS WORTH

STATIC SO LONS
Lexlilatlve News of Interest to Hancock County Readers.

(Continued Jr

a

distinction

KKl'MON.
m

vage J.)

Min* tit St-1 C Bernard, Walter H Brook*,
Charles M Bomey jr, Miss Hattie Barr,
Seth Mayberry Bryant, Dr A K Bates,
Came L Bellatty, Mrs L A Burrows, Mrs
Mary B Betts, Fred W Beal.

in FMFNT
S. J. CLClTlCn 1 ,
C

MIm Gladys Butler
after

and

a

bill

represents the attitude of the
but a handful of fishermen appeared for it. In opposition to the bill
appeared over 100 practical lobeter fishermen, who made a favorable impression
with their agruments against the measure.
While the fishermen were thronging the
state house, a deputation not ss large but

Wnmgiuh.
In the American Magazine Qelett Bargees, the well-known humorist, contributes additions to his new-fsngled dictionary called “Burgess Unabridged”. <
Following is his definition of what he calls
“Wumgush”:
“WUAIGU8H, n. 1. An insincere afperhaps more distinguished was endeavoring to appeal to the members aa to the fectation of cordiality; hypocritical comproa and gone of the Mt. Desert automo- pliments. 2. Women’s flattery of women;
A feminine fib.
bile bills. Une of these asks for the open- pretended friendship. 3.
“Do women criticize escb other to their
ing of the road from Southwest Harbor
Do they find fault with their
through Someevilie; the other looks to faces?
the opening of the entire town.
Both chocolates, their looks, their clothes, their
No, not until the front door is
sides were well represented, and there is jests?
heard a division of opinion which looks closed; till then, they slobber wumgush.
“And yet, if one man offers another a
like anybody’s chance to win.
Double-beaded tactice were adgpted by cigarette, the tobacco may be called ‘rotthe democrats relative to the governor’s ten!’ without peril or anger.
as

“Men

have

small

uae

for

wumgoab;
The first lot of vetoe he instructed
the party to pass over his veto, but the their compliments are profane ridicule
simulated
enmity.
next lot be instructed them to sustain— 3nd
“A man calls his beat friend a ‘damned
A rather embarrassing situation occurred
a
woman calls
her worst enemy,
Friday, when Senator Cole was violently fool;’
*
criticising the governer’s attitude, in the *My dear.’
“How women must fear each other!
midst of it the governor appeared among
the spectators and waaobliged to listen to ^iey smooth their rival’s hair lovingly,
remarks by no means laudatory to his ex- they readjust her jabot end pat her hands

veto.

^ellency. With his usual good judgment.
President Hersey invited the governor to
• ■sat with him, whereupon the senator
osasad speaking. Seeing that the work of
the Senate was being held up, the governor withdrew, and the senator proceeded
*
remarks.
with
Host of the democratic members are
in
to
their
home
from
regard
bearing
attitude in supporting the gevernor's veto
on the roads and bridges.
Nearly, if not
.all, have resolves for their own district,
and it is safe to say that when some of
dbaae return from their homes on Monday’
abate will be something doing.
Dr. E. J. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, was
boat at a banquet given to the visitors
from Hancock county at the Augusta
house Tuesday evening.
March 28 Is fixed on by most of the
legislators as ths probable date of

adjournment.

lingeringly.

‘How well you’re looking, my dear!’
And yards and yards of wumgush.
‘Oh, I’ve bad such a wonderful time!
How charming of you to have asked me.
Now, you m%ut come to see us.’—Wurn-

“Wumgush is the frothy foam of society
chatter.

“Wumgush is the sunshine through
which fly the wasps of sarcasm.
The wumgush Clara spille on Lou,
Whenever they meet, and kiee,
Would Htm to prove a friendship m,ue,
Bui it amounts to this—
"Your waist is soiled; and, oh, that half
Trimmed it yourself, I know!
You never ought to grin like that,
It makes your crow’s feet show!M

Alva L

Jordan and wife, James H Jones

Plummer's

Part of Mr.
turned borne.
to

ball.

B G

Lord and wife,
Harry
wife, Lyman L Lord
and wife, Robert 8 Leighton and wife,
H Clara Leighton, C L Lawson, Miss Buth
Lawson. Miss Rhode Lawson, Mrs Herbert 8 Look, Mias EfBe Look, Frank 8
Lord and wife, Mias Both E Lord, Busts E
Long, Ur P H Leavitt, Helen T Lawson,
Mrs Cordelia OoUard Lowell, Mrs Elvira

Lopaua,

W

Larnard.

would disappear
moved.

|

were

the nuggets re-

Dr. C. O. McComick and wife, Arthur H
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
Merriam and wife, Charles E McCarthy by an inflamed condition of the mocone Unand wife, Robert L Maxwell and wife, inf of the Eustachian Tobe. When this tube
is inflamed yon have a rambling sound or
Ellsworth McPhee, Dr William A Mon- imperfect bearing,
and when it ie entirely
crieff, A L McWhirtes, Edward Millen, closed, deafness is the result, and uclesis
the inflammation can be taken out and this
Austin L Maddox, Stewart B Munn, Mrs tube restored to its normal condition, hearEmma McFarland, Nathan C Morse, C ing will be destroyed forever; nine cases oat
of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothElisabeth Morrison, Florence J Morrison,
ing hat an inflagiea condition of the mncoas
Miss Hasel Montgomery, Mrs Hiram surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
McGlauflin, Charles E Martyn, F H case of Deafness (censed by catarrh) that
Milliken. Mrs M E Moore, Miss Means, cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Bend
for circulars, free.
Mrs Louiae H Middleton, Miss Gladys
•F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggist. 75c.
Middleton, May Mitchell, Gardner F
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Edith
Miaa
Marion
8
Merrill,
McCollum,
Martin, Albert M March, Claude Melvin.
gtbntftmnrts
Freeman
L
G B Neely,
Nelson, Mrs 8 M
Nichols.

Evelyd

8

Osgood.
Perry

and wife, Gladys
March Parker, Charles E Pio and wife,
Mrs Anson H Parker, Baymond D Parker,
Arthur E Pray, Ruth Pray, Geo Parcher,
Jack C Parker, Mrs Ada E Parker, G R
Pollock, Miaa Mary E Pokier, Myrtle A
Samuel

W

DEPOSITS INVITED
The PEE8TIOE enjoyed and due to 41
Year's satisfactory service should be
sufficient endorsement of this bank for
those contemplating, a Savings Bank
account.

Hoocock Co. Soviogs Book Ellsworth

crew

win uT,

ai

amended

the

prliate and epeclal lawn of 1(11 relating to the
Oon(iotaliona) couforonco eociety of Maine
THURSDAY, MtRCH 4. 1(15. nt lp m.

has re-

Mlsa Rubio Cousins has gone to Egypt
work.
T.
March

No >1. An act lor the better protection of
children and to amend chapter (’ of the
rallied etatotee of IMS and chap, m of the
laws of IM7, and chap, ins of the puhlle
ana of IMS.
No. SI. An art to amend eec. I of chap
of be public lane of IM7 aa amended by chin
IS of the public lava of IMS In relation to reports of bearlnt In location In Ian or eoulty
No. SI. An act to amend see. S of chap.
of the reilaed atatntea matins to poor dehton
Lnonaao A. Ptaaca. Mecre.ary
WEDNESDAY MARCH IS. 1(15. at 1 p a.
No. atResolve to emend article n of the
constitution relating to limitation of Munici*
pa) Indebtedness.
No. m. An net to permit the dtiftoi 01
Main# to express their deelree rrftrdint coo•titutionnl provisions,

rlabile

if,

Capt E. E. Bragdon

is in Augusta.
Misses Atwater and Heald are spending
their vacations at their homes In Princeton and Lincolnville.

Miss Beulah Hooper, of East Franklin,
is visiting here.
H.
Mar. 1.

THURSDAY. MARCH 11. ltlS. nt I p m.
No. m. An net to nmend chap ?, of the
private and special lawn of IM8 relatioK to the
Bar Harbor municipal coart.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mias Elizabeth Jellison it visiting her
brother Arthur, in Brookline, Mass.

No. M. An net to authorise the town of
Sden to own nod maintain and operate aa
electric lighting plant.

Ray Moon it visiting hia brother Merle,
in

Pittsflhld.

j

1

room at

Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY. MARCH S. at 1 p. m
On No. 9.1.
Resolve
providing for the
ecreening of Jones pond, la Goaldaboro, Han*
cock county.

THURSDAY. MARCH 4. nt 1 p. m
On No. 110. Resolve for the comp'etion of
flab acreen at the outlet of Beech Hill Lake ia
the town of Oils.
THURSDAY, MARCH 4. at 2 p m.
O® No. lit. An act to prohibit the ahootin*
of wild birda or wild animal* on Hancock
Point, w th petition for aame.

Dyspepsia Tablets

Will Relieve Your

THURSDAY. MARCH 4, at 1 p m
■ On No. 1)9. Resolve in favor of acreeninf
Long Pond, with statements of facts.

Indigestion

E. G. Moor*.

LEGAL AFFAIR*.
oo Legal Affairs will give s
bearing in 1U roc ms at the
House, la Augusta,
THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1915. 1 p m.
committee

THEpublic
State

Host.
On Jan. SI. between Ellsworth
and Indian Point heavy, dark
irajr
Himalaya shawl. Kinder please notify M
M. F. Hasdiwo, Indian Point. Me.

SHAWL

An act Us extend the charter of the BluebUl
Water Co.
Jan. A. Lewis. Sec.
John T. Pkuuy, Clerk.

nk BOOK No. sow issued

by the Hancock
County Sarin** Bank. Finder please
return to its treasurer, Cbaelbs C. Uosaiu.

B

•KA

AMD SHORE FlAflEKI K«.
Committee on Hen and Shore Fisheries
a public hearing in its room at
bouse, in Augusta,
THURSDAY. MARCH 4. 1915 at 2 p m
No. 31. An act to establish a close time oa
lobsters in certain waters of Hancock county.
TUESDAY. MARCH 9, 19X3. all p tn
No. U. An act
regulating the taking of
clams In the town of Lamoine.

THEwill giva
the State

far San.
Wm. Okr or John Header place, socalled, on the east side Burry Road. In
Ellsworth. Maine, consisting of about fifteen
acres of land and good dwelling bouae and
optbnildings. For particulars inquire of
IniSD L. M a so if* Ellsworth. Maine, or Joniv H.
DaisFoam. Foxcrofl. Maine.

THE

IxgalllaUcoL

—Having nought
of Hotel Bluffs, Mt. Desert Ferry.
FURNITURE
it

all furniture
1 in
offering
great bargains, private sale.
at J. H.
Mscomber's, cor.
May be
Franklin and Pine streets. Telephone either
M-Dor tf-t for information. Fbank R. Moors,
Ellsworth.
at
seen

SAW outfits; I h p complete. MS:
4 ** h. p. lilt; ft h. p. 91)6; * h. p. 9150.
Ooaranteed five years.
V inch saw 9930.
Other sites In proportion. Thirty days' free
trial. Tuobhdibb Maciini Co.,
Portland. Me.
26.. Port7"**
—

1

to Lrt
over

CBantrt).
gentleman living in Ellsworth
wonld like board in private family. If
necessary, will take dinners out. Address T.(
care Ellsworth Ambbicajc.

BOARD—A

Special Rotten.
ANNUAL MKKTIKO.
uiul meeting ol the stockholders of
the Hancock Count; Agricultural Society ot Blueblll. will be held at the town hall
in Bluebill on Tburadajr. March II, lets,
at 1 o’clock a. m. to act upon the following
business, to‘wit: To hear report of officer*, to
elect a board of directors, and to Ira nonet an;
other bnalneea legally brought before aald

THE

CARD OP THANKS.
hereby exlend our haartfelt thank*
and expreae our grateful appreciation
for tbe kindneae and aympathy ahown by
frlende and neighbora In tola our great Borrow; alao for the beautiful floral offerlnte.
Mae. W. E. abeott.
Ma. ann Mae. E. E. Abbott.
Nntut 8. Abbott.
Hancock, Me., Feb. », Kli.
UNITED STATES
poeteffice. Bllawortb,
Maine,
Office of cuatodian, March 1, Kli.
Sealed pro petals will be tecelved at thia
building until 1 o'clock p. m April J. nil,
and then opened, lor turniabing electric current, water, ice, and miecellaneona auppliee,
removing aebee and waablng towela during
the flacal year ending June *>, Kit. Sealed
proposal* will alao be received until 1 o’clock
p. m.. April 5, Kli, and then opened, for ii
ton a anthracite coal and > cords wood.
Tbe
right to reject any and all bids la reaerred by
department. J. W. Nballbt,
custodian.

tbe.treasury

aUrticttictmtiia.

TITLES
MAlMg

»"*

copies furnish ad
iwties, and at I

on

JOY t CO.

•TATg
««•

4 (Inertia era

Sheriff-

subscriber hereby glees notice thst
she has been duly appointed executrix
of tha last will and testament of
LUOINDA O. HARMAN, late of SOUTHWR8T HARBOR.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will. All
parsons basing demands against the estate of
•aid deceased are desired to
preeent the
•ease
for settlement,
indebted
and all
thereto are requested to make payment ini*
Leer Hannan Stxwaxt.
■•dtately.
February *, 191*

Many advertisers forgot that advertisspace in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a Journal without
circulation is dear at any price Ahe publisher may demand.
Without circulation
there can be no results, and without
results the monev which the advertiser

ing

HOCK.

gTR.gr.
fi.lm.7M

in TBE AMERICAN

capturing the trade.

ncoona lot.
A certain lot or parcel of .»«'»•
situated in North Bucksport, and described
follows, si*: It being a part of the farm soldbf
the Reymond heirs to Asa T Rowell, same sold
to me and the same sold to me, described »*
follows, beginning at a point of ledge on the
side of a ran at the soutnwest boundary of ib«
railroad land; thencs running down said run
to the riser by a girdled birch tree to low
water mark; thence
up tha riser on said io*
water
mark to Mr#. Smith's line; thence
northeast on Mrs. Smith's line to the railroad
line one hundred and thirty-eix paces ruore
or less; thence north from flrat bound south
along the railroad to the point of beginning,
containing two acres, more or leas, and it •*
hereby agreed that said Anna E. He dy
(Annie B Hardy) her heirs or assigns, executore or administrators, ehall base a right to
cross said land at any time to the riser, and
said McKinnon shall base a right of wsy to
tha Main road. Referred to Hancock registry
of deads, book 807, page 467.
F. O. SlIABV.

alaort

OFFICE.

MORRISON.

1

THK

Wm. O. EMERY

g-LBWORTM,

ss.

TAKEN

Moore’s drag store, vacated
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot water heat and toilet.
Apply to E. O. Moors. Ellsworth.

OFFICES

STATE OF MAINE.
March t, a. d. 1915.
this 3d Of March a. d. 1915. on execution dated February 4. 1915. is-ued oa
b lodgment rendered by the supreme Judicial court, for the county of Penobscot. at s
term thereof, begun
and held on the fir*
Tuesday of January a. d. 1919, to wit, on the
td day of February, In favor of Annie E.
Hardy, of Orrlcgton. against Jennie K McKinnon, of Bangor, for seventy-seven dollar*
and seventeen centa (977.17), debt or damage,
and fourteen dollars and twenty two cents
I'tH.M). costs of soli, and will be sold at pubic auction at the [ail office in the city of Ellsworth. Hancock county. Maine to the highest
bidder, on the 10th day of April, a. d. 1915. at •
o'clock In the forenoon, toe following described real estate and all the right, title and
internet which the said Jennie B. McKinnon
has In and to the same or had on ths 5th day
of Angnst a. d. 1914, at 4 hours and 85
minutes la the afternoon, when the same
attached oa the writ in the same mil. to wit:
First lot. A certain lot or parcel of lend,
situated In North Bucksport, bordering on
the Penobscot river, hounded and described
as follows:
Beginning at a point oa Fred ttwood's line
where it meets the Maine Csutrai Radioed
line on Its teedern border; thence running
along on said Atwood's south boundary line
to low wa'er mark on Penobscot river; thence
running d-wn river to a point at Hard>'« If*
water mark;
thence running northeasterly
along the Hardy line to the southwest boundary tine of the Maine Central railroad; thence
along said southwest boundary line o( said
railroad In n nortbeaaterly direction to the
point of beginning, containing two sere*,
more or leas.
Also a right of wav from this
said piece of land over the railroad to the
Main Bucksport and Bangor road. Reference
to Hancock
registry of deeds, book 5C7. p*K«
Hswcocs

WOOD

WE

j

committee
Inland
arlli give
THKGame
public
the Hlate Honae la

SttotUKwnv.

..

j

riSNBRIM AND GAME.
on
Fiibrrin tod
a
hearing in tu

INI AND

Mrs. Ivory Foes, who baa been in the
Bangor hospital for an operation for appendicitis, is expected home to-nlgbt.
C.
Mar. 1.

meeting.
A large attendance la deetred.
Panne P. Maauix. Pieaident.
BluehllH Me., March X, Kli.

DMfktM Cannot Be Cared

by IomI applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portions of the ear.
There is
only one way to care deafness, and that is by

Jndiclury

tor IT of (ho re»l«.<1 atalutou

EAST Sl’LLlVAN.
El wood Hill and wife, of Bar Harbor
were recent guests at Mr. Hill’s old home.

the

Tibet’s Gold Superstition.
NatlTe gold miners In Tibet lesre
nuggets Intact or replace them If dlatnrbed. in the belief that they are the
parents' of spangles and dust, which

A

C Lord and

on

public her In* In iU room at the Mu.
Bouk.Ii Ai|»lt,m
WEDNESDAY, MARCH (. 1915
No. «1. An act amerdio. aoction I] of rhaa

1.;__

many of the scale Insects. It la also
an active enemy of the Rocky mountain locust during that Insect’s ruinous
invasions, and among the other pests
it consumes are the spring and rail
cankerworms.
tussock,
caterpillars,
gypsy and brown tall moths, plum
corcolio, army worm and chinch bng.

wife, Zacbariah Jellison, Leota C
Jellison, Franklin I Jordan and wife,
Ella F Jordan, Annie L Jordan, Charles
F Jordan, E C Jordan, F H Jameson, Mrs
Grace Wooster Joy, Hollis C Joy and
wile. Miss Edith G Joy, Carrie L Joy, M A
Jen ness. Augustus E Jones.
Mrs Fred H Kendrick, Lather E Kim-

1

a,
good wishes of all.
chapter tl of tbo public lava of 19]t relatin.
to the rr riot ration of phjalctane and t.r
Stanley Lawrie and wife, who ba^e been tootle.
No.W. An act la relation to coitain rlrhu
employed by Carl Woodworth this winand llabllitiee of huaband and wife.
ter, are moving into bis mother's bouse.
No. W. An act to amend chap. Sll of

Haskell, bbirley Harsden, Bush W Hoi- I bird. No leaa than a tenth of Its total
brook, Henry O Harriman, Ufs Mattie B food consists of the beetle. It vigorHarriman, Ana Harriman.
ously attacks cucumber beetles and

and

JUDICIARY.
Committee

r|<BB

Russel Bean and Miss Ethel Hooper,
both of thin loan, were married Saturday
They have the
by Rev. Mr. Dunham.

1

This

DEI IIRCO

legislator Nctiers.

returned borne

visit here.

_

dealers,

baa

IF

99 MAIN street,
Bar Harbor, Maine.

NORTH FRANKUN.

minority reports were presented in the Senate last Thursday on
controlled by the progressives for Senator Chatto's bill to provide (or a new
three years, a republican mayor and State prison, eight members of the comMrs John T
Miss Elizabeth
city government were elected, the mittee reporting in favor of the bill aud CrfpDin, June* Crlppen,
L Cook, Arthur E Cook,
democrats running second and the two against.
C F Cook and wife, Henry W Cook and
progressives third.
The bearing on the resolve appropriat- wife, Miss Harriet Page Carsley, Mrs
Lewiston democrats won ont by a
ing |6,000 to purchase and maintain the Caldwell, Carrie A Cupples, dipt C A
greatly reduced majority. A grain of TreDton toll bridge as a free bridge a as Crabtree, Leon H Chandler, Mrs Flora B
comfort comes to the democrats in
Cbendler, Ml% Edward J Corrigan, Miriam
held Thursday. The opinion prevails thst
the recapture of Rockland from the
Clark, Geo H C >ggins, William P Clough,
the resolve has little chance of passage.
Vida K Cleaves, C M Coulter, Elizabeth Otherwise the answer is a dandy. Very
republicans by a small majority.
A bill to clothe medical examiners with N Clark, Charles J Conary, Edward R high average.
“In running through small towns psy
The resolve for a special State ap- much of the duties now devolving upon Conner?, Mrs L C Consul, Charles Carter,
It is quite
no attention to traffic rules.
in the Tyson Carter.
has been introduced
coroners
for
the
propriation
Bangor-Ellsworth
absurd for a small town to put on such
The bill provides for two
Frederic L Davis and wife. Clarence R
road has been killed in the legis- legislature.
airs, anyway. Run over the cop’s toes if
medical examiners in Hancock county.
Davis and wife, Roy 8 Dority, Alice
lature. It now seems to be np to the
be gives you any sass.
Always give her
The resolve carrying an appropriation Dooley, W M Doyle, Mrs L A
Dollard, Mrs the gss when passing a trolley car that is
people of eastern Hancock and Wash- for the
of the highway from Ban- L Desroisers, Jonn P
repair
Dorgan, Byron O discharging passengers. If you tumble a
ington county to prevail npon the gor to Ellsworth has been reported adDowning.
few of these rubes over and maim a child
State highway commissioners to reresolve
while
the
committee,
versely by
George C Emerson, Anna Emerson, Chat or
so, turn around, look back at them and
torn to the original plan of making in favor of the Franklin-Cherrytield road A
Eppes, Henry A Eppes, Mias Louise W
laugh. This will show them that-gon
this the State highway.
has been favorably reported.
Eppes.
come from a large city.
Stetson Foster, Miss Psulene Foster,
COUNTY SALARIES.
“And the main idea In motoriog is to
COUNTV (iOSSli'i
Herbert R Foster, Mrs Minnie Foster
reductions
recommended
the
by
Salary
show somebody.”
Lewis poster, Ora L Farnsworth, Miss
legislative committee of two years
An onasoally early harbinger of spring special
Aqjia Belle Ferguson, E L Fullerton, Miss
Pronunciation.
ago, and reported favorably by this year's |
was sent our West Franklin corresponFrances E Fullerton, Henry Forsaitb, E M
Dr. Johnson Would not have consenton salaries and fees, occupied a
dent this week by Mrs. Mand Goodwin, in committee
Flagg* Alice Datis Fairbanks, Mae E ! ed to pronounce “wind” differently in
a large part of the time of the Senate last
the shape of a full-blown apple blossom.
He insisted upon
Friday. The salaries of sevenl Hancock j Foliett, May H Fifleld.
prose and In verse
Harvard L Grindal,Shirley PGraves and
making the “I" long always. The story
The town of Eden has adopted the plan county officers were under fire.
1
Earle
wife,
and
John
H
Caspar
Senators Scam mo n and Chatto, who opwife,
of having a board of seven selectmen, and
goes that In order to crush somebody
Googins and wife, Miis Gertrude V
at its annual meeting Monday elected each posed the redactions recommended, stated
who preferred the short ”1" In ordinary
Mrs
Zaidee
E
Gower,
Mrs
Greenougb,
clearly the peculiar conditions existing in j
a board, two members of which are sumconversation Johnson, riming all three
R
R
Mrs
Ella
Hugh
Gray, Roy
Hancock county, and why tbe present !
Gaspar,
mer residents of Bar Harbor.
Grant, Frances V words with “tinned.” remarked. “1
salaries were not considered excessive. As ! Gordon, George H
Miss
Gibson,
Harriet
Grindell, Margaret cannot And it in my mind to call It
the result of the debate, amendments fixing
Comapanomic.
wind, but”—riming ail three words
the salaries of oounty commissioners and Green, Roy F Good, Mrs Fred 8 Gage, Mrs
of probate of Hancock county at i Florence S Grant, Donald L Gower, Lida with “blind”—“I can And It in my mind
judge
Augusta Letter.
the present figures were adopted, and the i Guthrie, Leon S Gilpatrick, Mrs Lydia B
to call It wind.” But his adversary got
Augusta, Me., Feb. 28,1915.
matter of satary of clerk of courts, to i Gower.
Johnson himself
the better of him.
To the Editor of The American:
I
R
Heath
end
wife, Mr* Georgia A Bill, ! always pronounced “gold” as “goold.”
which a similar amendment was offered
This has been the most strenuous week
B
Hawkee end wife, Miss Matilda !
George
and later withdrawn, was tabled.
“If I may be so boold.” said the other,
jfor the committees for the session so tar. I
In the Senate yesterday an amendment F Hawkee, Thomas T Harvey, Bay K | '“I should like to be took! why yon call
The hearing on the repeal of the general
Hodgkins, Edw E Hodgkins and wife, It goold.”
was adopted fixing this salary at fl,800
lobster law occupied the attention of the
instead of fl,G00, as recommended by the ! Moses A Hodgkins and wife, Mrs L K
committee for two afternoona and evenThe ftoee Breacted Grosbeak.
and providing for the ! Hodgkins, Neil Hodgkins, Campbell Hunt
ings. This bill provided that it should special committee,
When the tntenae beef has silenced
of clerk entirely by the county, i and wife, Campbell S Higgins, Emily
become lawful to take and sell lobsters payment
Harriet
McFarland Hooper, aJmcet every other songster the roee
The Senate also adopted amendments Higgins,
down to nine inches instead of ten and
j
the salary of register of deeds of j Alice M Haslam, J C Harman and wife, | breasted grosbeak sings even at midone-half inches, as at present. It also fixing
M A Harmon, Vera M Harman, Mrs J J
Hancock county at the old figures, allowday daring the summer. It Is so fond j
provided for a smaller entrance ring, so
fees for abstracts and Harmon. Charles H MarriSf W T Haley, ! of
tbs Colorado potato beetle that It
that lobsters over thirteen inches in ing the register’s
j
Mrs Fred N Hall, Grant E Haskell, Estelle
as
at
; has earned the name of potato bng
present.
copies,
length could not be taken.
A Haskell, Brets M
Haskell, Elsie G
Majority

NONE BETTER MADE,

PAYMENT TERMS

EA9Y

automobilista:
“If you drive the car yourself, don’t examine the driver’s seat before you seat
yourself. Then yon won’t be annoyed by
the fact that it ia covered with grease. If
yon And the seat lumpy in spots gnd something very hard presses into you, don’t say
anything to the chauffeur about it. He
knows all about it. Jt’s afiroil of overalls,
a ataefc of newspapers, four pounds of cotton waste, a pair of shoes, an old hand
pump you don’t use any more, and a box
of inner tabes.
“Don’t Imagine that when you ask your
chauffeur why be didn’t All the tank be
He will always
won’t have an answer.
His answer will be in
have an answer.
this case: “I didn’t want to weiglt down
You see,
my car with too much gas!”
after all, be was thinking of your interBut did you get the *Jfy csr’T
ests.

HAGERTHY

w.

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

to Autoiaoblllsta.
American Magannn, James
Montgomery Flagg, the famous wit and
artiat, does a piece in worda'and picture*
entitled “The Nut’s Automobile Quide”.
Following ia an extract from bis advice to

DR

V w.wo

woa

Alive to Customers- |BAlways Reliable, Alwaia l’p-to-date, Always
terett*. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

Flags’! Advice

In

1888

E9TABUSHED

Wnt sat tnt ia Eiitar* Mata*. EfwrtM* li *» Mule 5» Iran • Inad M*m t* i
Book*. Motocyclea, Bicycles, Savins
Maalc Book*
and Music
Muili- ikiI
Sheet Mu«tc
Machine, Victor and Ediaon Talking Machine*, Typewriter*,
Cleaner*, Poet Carda ol local elewe.
V ICUUIII UfkUCIB,
Vacuum

Harvey S Saunders and wile,C U Stanley
and wife, W M Smith and wile. Mis*
Alida E Smith, Ererett W Smith, Miss
Metises A Smith, Mrs Walter L Smith,
Mrs Sophia Smith, Adam P Smith, W
H Sargent, Addison Q Bargent, Margaret
QStokell, Anna Q Stokell, Mrs Proctor
Smallidge, H 8 Scammon, Miss Emma
Stereos, Mias Oslia Sketetar, Elisabeth W
Storrs, George L Slack, Mrs Donald A
Sillsrs, L M Sellers, Roth SUnley, P E
Somerby, W SSuminsby.
H I Tinkham and wife, P S Twlsa and
wile, M W Tripp and wife, Ralph 1 Tripp,
Harriet
A M Turner, Ira Treworgy,
Augustus Treworgy, Qeo E Thomas.
Mrs Walter S Varney.
Harry E Walker and wife, Chaa H
Welch and wile, Harold A Wentworth
Mrs R
and wile, Geo P Woodward,
Weston, Mrs Gorham Whitney, Della G
Whitney, Walter Wells and wife, William
P Wells, Mrs Justins Wells, E M White
and wife, Joseph White, Mis* Dorcas A
Wilson, Miss Margaret Wardwell, Mrs P
W Wad man, Doris Wad man, J W Wyman
and wife, Kaymond E Wyman, George
Wyman, Mrs. Rosa Brown Wright.
Miss Alice M Young.

woaertptlon Price—42 00

WEDNESDAY,

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

Rowe.

Editor and Manager.

Average per week for 1914,

I-M

■nd wile
(An* B Rood and wife, E P Redman and
wile, Carolina H Redman, H R Richard*,
Mr* 8 A Richards, Ml** Richards, AC
Hassell and wife, Mr* Arvilla Treworgy
Richards, Mrs C J Riley, Mrs P M Reed,
Mrs J P Rowan, Mr* W E Rogers, Leon E

AVBRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON'

W. H. Tit PR,

arontttpntnt*.

MNe, Ifn A L Poor*, Omfii K Patch,,
E Perkin*, Chula* A Reynold*

Charles

invests
Times.

is

lost

-Leavenworth

(Kansas)

*

CITY MEETING.
farewell

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOObO
UVE STOCK NOTES.

session or outgo-

If aheep are allowed to get
rery thirsty and then given all
they will drink the chill will often cause digestive troubles.
Sugar beets, mangels and rutabagas are a valuable feed for
brood sows. They afford succulence and keep the digestive
tract In good condition.
Do not constantly dope the
horses. Feed them right and exercise them dally and they will
not need medicine.
When you want to give the
sheep a bit of Variety In diet you
can't hit on anything better than
wheat brtn.
Breeding of horses most be
doee intelligently because there
ia no place In the market for a
misfit
Wet bedding will give a pig a
There to no profit In
cough.

ing ADMINISTRATION.
and
bolus or Acooncrs
elrction rrturns tabulated
HATCHBT BURIED AND FAREpahid

—

WELLS SAID.
Tbe outgoing board o( aldermen held lt>
regular eeeeiou of the year Monday

evenio*.

It was the ahorteat meeting of
Tbe bueiaeae of the meeting

tbe year.
confined to the passage of tbe regular
colls of accounts. This was followed! by

,he tabulation of the election returns of
the day. After adjournment there was a
farewells between
pleasant exchange of
the outgoing aldermen in which all
acrimonies of the year were forgotten and
the hatchet was buried.
Rolls of accounts were passed as fol1.

George M Campbell,
•
John A Htuert,
Arthur B Mitchell
Poor,
Klee lights, B II A U U Power Co
E K Springer,
Library.
Mrs H H Emerson,

f

Police.

49 00

38 00
22016

232 41
10 00
14 00
14 50
Mary ACHodgkins,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co, 284
52 00
Fire dept, John H Urowu,
52 00
Geo W Hamilton,
28 25
Herman J Scemmon,
22 50
Herbert A Ash,
4 50
J P Eldridge,
25 00
O M Clement,
4 00
F B Aiken,
1 25
C L Moreng,
Walter Cushman,
4 00
Wbiteomb, Hayses * Co, 10 87
C W Grindal,
44 45
4 00
Martin E JfUuoo,
114
Austin U Joy,
41 74
8 of sc ha, Henry W Conley,
5 00
Annie G Camber,
Schools,
5 00
Hoeard L Salisbury,
Samuel E Estey,
5 50
8 00
Frank A Stock bridge,
62 00
Edward Haney,
5 00
Annie Garland,
5 00
Clyde T Ouptlll,
7 00
Roger Lant,
15 00
V K Uaptill,
12 75
B T Salisbury,
W 8 Moore,
30 00
4 50
Joerph Boumeer,
Wbiteomb Hayaee A Co, 84 75
28 00
Mrs H P Carter,
5 50
UaptHBHolt,
5 25
Myra F Cottle,

Starting

B

Wucott,

7 00

1 50

Hn Seliie Fortier,

High

50

Kh

32 50
C W O riii del,
2100
Frank A Stock bridge,
75
Tbkssup Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
56
Samuel E Eetey,
2 55
Charlea O Wormeli,
2 30
Phonographic Ine Co,
2 52
Ginn A Co,
E L Knott Apparatus Co, 6 07
25
Scb boose, Samuel E Ketey,
1 20
Albert N Cushman,
75
Wesley M Moore,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co, 17 97
35 14
John P Eldridge,
150 00
Cool'g’nt, A C Hagerthy,
50 00
Harry S Jones,
50 00
John A Stuart,
50 00
Owen H Treworgy,
50 00
H Fremont Maddocka,
50 00
Howard B Moor,
2 00

John A Stuart,
Thomas E Hale,
8 K Whiting,
J S Donovan,
E J Walsh,
John E Doyle,
John Silvy,
Frank S Lord,
Arthur B Mitchell,
Alpha os W Nason,
DL Fields,
E G Moore,
W E Whiting,
C W Grindal,
F H Osgood,
Andrew Mender,
FJ DunUavy,
J P Eldridge,
Albert N Cushman,
F B Aiken,
John H Donovan,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Austin H Joy,

126 87

591
26 75
30 00
24 00
24 00
20 00

50
9 50
2000
2636
85 78
16 00
2

200

15 00
4 22
34 92

36
60
50
174 37
2 59
21

4

Morrison-Joy Co,

13 37

J A McGown,
John W Moore,

75 00
20 00

|M7»27
HOICKS'1 SOLX|Z28 0»
SSI

Highway*
Sidewalks,

380 72

.CUBS’ SALART BOLL.

J8B8

00

306 58

High

983 51

Grand total,
*3,708 53
The board tnen proceeded to tbs tabulation ot election returns, tbs result ot
which is (iren in tbs election report.

Adjourned.

*

on

business.

Tbs E. If. C. 8. (trie' basket-ball team
won from lbs Y. W. C. A- sir la ot Bangor
Friday evening; aeoce, 28-5.
Mrs. John 11. Montgomery has returned
from Bsarsport, where abe eras called by
the illae* and death ot bar father, Judge
J- W. Black.
The evangelistic services of tso weeks
dosed Sunday evening with s union serThe singvice in tbs Methodist chorda.
ing ot tbs Misses Allen end BurieUe bars
added much to tbs interest of these ssrvices.
JMarch 1.
THKSTOS.
soa
and
Lonnie Woodworth
Harold, ot Bar Harbor, are visiting bar
lather, B.F. Jordan.
Mia. Harry Newton has returned to her
home fa Jackman.
Her Droeber, Art her
P Jordan, rat Brand with bar (or a visit.
Mat.
March L

Mrs.

itah

o
o

THE FIRST CANNON

Collection In the National Museum.

Specimens
forme

of

military

and

other

j

one

horse*.

•

bor, spent the week with Martin A. Garland and w'ife.

George Dunham

CRUDE GUNS OF EARLY DAYS
Curious Weapons From Which Have
Seen Evolved the Modern Deadly En*
ginee of War—Undo Bom's Famous

o( hi*

An idfiBM to fcbe prtoi of oorn IS Mats
bag is tbs feature of tbs local loarkst
Aby Gsrlafd <* borne from Waltham, this weak. Other prises remain practiwhere be baa been employed.
cally unchanged.
Following are retail prices:
Charles L. Sband and wife, of Bar Har-

Appeared.

o

8

Ralph Sargent recently lost

team

They Were In Use Long Before
Hand Firearms

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

liAKKWOOD.

preparing

is

to

move

The

Damourler was six years
younger than his friend and a bachelor. Dubois was forty-tire and the father of a girl twenty years old.

colt "Billy'’

mole

fast, and

Damourler.

will

soon

Fresh eggs, do*.

a

and claims

his

intelligence

is far

VEGETABLES.

mate.

some

ow„er, Charles A. Garland, makes

him,

..

developing

is

His
pet of

be

Potatoes, bu.
Beets, ft.V.....
Carrots, ft.
Cabbage, ft.
Onions, ft...
Hquaab.7....

ahead of the ordinary colt. He baa already learned to nse bis beels. Alfred H.
Garland, who is norsing a lama stomach,
baa no doubt of this.

uf
0 rearms from
England,
Damourler. who was passing through
Franco, Bwsole. Japan.'Karmany-and
middle age, cast longing eyes on Loumany <*ber countries, are to bo seen
who wss In the prime of
In the small arms exhibition of the lee Dubois,
Be devoted himself to her.
Cnlted States national museum
The youth.
exhibit Includes some 1.400 individual and she. flattered by. the attentions'of
pieces and comprises probably tbe beat an older man. accepted them.
Possibly she might bare become bis
general collection In the Doited Sts tea.
considering that there are represented wife had not Cupid stepped In and
examples of military rifles, pistols and brought about a passion between her
revolvers, sporting shotguns and rlflea. and a young man of twenty-three. Ar-

M$49
M§M
ttgfi

It «29
Fowl, ft...
Chicken*, ft
2**16
Hay loose, ton.
$1880981680

a

friends. Alphonse Dubois and Gaston

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

!

Creamery butter, ft...
Dairy butter, ft.

bis barn nearer the bonse, which will he
big improvement over its present location.

There ll»ed In Parle daring the last
decade of the eighteenth centurv two

M
OS
08
04

06910
St
OS
OS
10
SO

Turnips.
Psrsnips, ft...
Cranberries,qt
Celery, bunch...
.....

NORTH

in

K.I.I.S WORTH.

Mrs. Inez Smith is spending
Machais and Indian Blver.

a

Prank Moore is at borne

from Green

Lake,

where be has been

FRUIT.

few weeks

Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz..
Apples, bbl.

:
target rlflea and pistols, and nnmer- mand La Ferre.
The erll may lie dormant In a man
ons odd and onnanal pieces relating
to tbe development of firearms
| for years, then under a strain break
Although tbe discovery of gunpowder 1 out In all bis virulence. Damourler
Is attributed by tome to Chins, there gave no sign of the rankling within
la no positive evidence that tbe Chi | him. Be bad not proposed to Louise,
oeae ever made use of It.
At an early though he was about to do to. He had
be
period tbey produced certain kinds of not Intimated to her father that
fireworks accounts of which came i1 was a aultor for bta daughter's hand.
I have fed fall pigs for spring and
be
tbroogb Persia. Egypt and 'be Moorish On the appearance of La Ferre
spring pigs far fall markets for the coaotiies In southern. Europe, bat gun- stepped back, and when Louise anher yonngpast six years and find that fall pigs
powder for use In firearms It Is be- nounced her engagement to
are a
his Impressive conI
close second to spring pigs, lieved
originated In Italy. Spain or Ger- cr lover be offered
Hons But !“ resolved that she
[ writes an Ohio farmer in the National many. While cannon of a sort were gra tula
Stockman.
I have made spring pigs built In tbs
should
be bta wife.
of
tbe
fourteenth
early part
I
gain one and one-eighth per day from century, bend firearms were elow to
France was then entering upon the
birth and never failed to make fall pigs be
adopted on account of their unre- 1 throes of revolution. Dubois sod Daaverage a pound per day for the same liability. and It was not until about mourier became advocates of reform.
time. Buhl average from two to three
1381 that they are known to have ap- though they deprecated the reign of
peared In Germany, while Europe In ; terror.
Robespierre got the upper hand as
general did not take them op ontil tbe
middle of tbe fifteenth century, when leader of the Radicals and by bis order
the guillotine was working full time
tbey became known as band cannon.
The
Tbe earliest form of hand gun was a In the Place de la Revolution.
crude affair. Bred by tbe application of nobles were bunted down, put through
a burning match to tbe touchbole. The the mockery of a trial before some
Brat Improvement was the mounting of citizen butcher or heker or sewer cleantbe match oo a springiest lock or cock, er and bustled off to execution. Soon
which later, upon tbe addition of a It became only necessary to send a
spring, became known aa the match- Demon to death to inform on him as
lock.
Examples of this early weapon an enemy to France. The names of
Prior to about tot year 1570 the
from India. China, Afghanistan. Japan. the a censed and the Informer were enPoland-Chinas averaged larger than
Formosa. Arabia. Morocco and Mexico tered In a book for tbe purpose kept
were inclined
now.
to foanenew
or sponginess of bone, had much
are In the moaeom collection.
by an official of tbe revolution.
heavier, drooping ears and were
id* next development *u tne woeeiOne morning La Ferre was with bis
spotted with about even proporlock gun. about 1515 or 1517, Bred by a
fiancee. Shocked at tbe terrible mas•
tions of black and white
Since
■park (track on pyrites by a roughened sacre that was dally perpetrated. Lon
then the tendency each year has
wheel revolved by a spring
been to breed them with more
Sped- fse. in an agony of fear, was tremblack, until now those In highest
mens of this type of gnn and pistol
bling In her lover's arms. Tbe tramp
estegm have identically the color
from Greece. Germany and England of men was beard wltbont and an
and markings so long characlerlsare also Included In tbe mnaenm exofficer appeared at tbe bead of a file of
tic
of the Berkshire#— vis., solid
hibit.
black, with white feet, white tip
soldiers.
of tail. a little white on or about
A form of flintlock, called the anap"Are yon Citizen La Ferre?” asked
the face and Jowl and occasionally
bannce. followed Id 1540. This an bedtbe officer.
a splash of white elsewhere.
The
toted In place of the wheel a lock,
illustration shows a fine Poland| "I am
which held In Its jaws a piece of pyChina male.
“Citizen La Ferre, you are accused
rites and when released hit the cover of being an enemy of France. Come."
of the pan. striking a spark, which IgLouise clung to ber lover, and tbe
rnore pics per litter with fail pigs, thus
nited tbe charge of powder. A pair of
waa obliged to tear bim away
guard
making up the difference for the sum- pistols of this type from Constantinofrom ber. With a abrlek sbe fell back
mer gains per litter.
Knr- In a swoon.
ple lllostrate the principle well
I have my spring pigs to come not ther
Improvements in the snaphaonce
M. Dubois ezerted himself st tbs
later than March l and let them fol- resulted In the flintlock gnn. In which
risk of bis own life to save La Ferre.
low the sow for not over eight weeks, a
the
of
flint
replaced
pyrites. Dsmourler went to lAiis- and assured
piece
having taught the pigs to eat in the Examples of this style are more com- ber that be would leave no stone unmeantime.
I pen the sow in a close mon. and some sixty are Included In
tamed to restore her lover to ber. But
pen and have but once failed to have the moseom collection, representing
ootwitbstsndlog ber father's effon»
her ready to breed in from three to Dearly every country and well Illustratand Damourier’s offers tbe young man
five days by feeding her all she will ing tbe various changes and improvei was sent to tbe* guillotine.
eat.
Thus by Aug. 30 1 have the sec- ments made
A year passed during which Damoaond litter, and generally a large one.
One of the most Interesting and valrler was profuse Id bis sympathies for
to
a
farrow.
1 provide
shady place
uable arms In tbe collections la the
Louise and waa again becoming so atBy pushing the sow and pigs for eight John Cookson flintlock breech loading tentive to ber as to excite comment
weeks the sow is ready to breed again, magazine gun. made In 15HB. which has
ber friend* when one day line.
thus baring early pigs spring and fall. a magazine tn the stock capable of among
La Fevre called upon ber and told ber
My fall pigs now will average over bolding ten rounds of loose powder that In
examining ber dead son’s pa100 pounds. My motto is to push them and bullets.
/
sbe bad found one that bad been
until a 200 pound average is reached,
One movement of the lever feeds the pers
sent to him anonymously, warning him
then aeil.
My time to sell Is when ammunition into tbe barrel, cocks tbe to beware of Demourier. She banded
only a few are ready to sell—namely. hammer and primes the pan. la spite It to Louise to read.
March and September.
of the English name of the maker, this
Love in tbe girl was converted by
For bedding in the winter I want odd piece la believed to be of Spanish
this Information Into a fierce revenge.
of
Its
account
on
the
and
general
type
but
corn
fodder,
origin
nothing
Nevertheless sbe concealed ber feelaad tbe style of Its decoration. It was
coarser and bigger the better, for the
Ber first act would be to conings.
the
to
by
work
It
Maryland
brought
will
have
a
chance
to
probably
hogs
firm ber suspicion that Dsmourler bad
It
At
least
colonists.
will
leisore
and
down fine at their
early English
been responsible for tbe deatb of ber
hava employment while in the bed. was found tn Baltimore and confiscatlover.
Quicuy sbe began to make Inthe
and
bald
1883
la
government
I
ed
by
Coarse tedding ties up loose, and
as to bow during tbe reign of
quiries
was
thrown
when
It
until
1887.
away.
have the first time to see steam rising
terror one would secure tbe conviction
a
small
for
was
1888
It
Ia
purchased
from it after the pigs come out on a
of another aa an enemy of France.
pat In Us present perfect conI feed my fall pigs after sum
cold day.
The information sbe received ted ber
of
Baltimore,
s
gunsmith
'hey get to weigh SO to 100 pounds dition by
to form a plan.
an
about all the corn they will c!e»n up from whom* It was secured by
Sbe arked ber father for S.'HM francs
and presented to
and yet be ready to eat a little more, American collector
with which to erect a monument to ber
tbe moseom.
twice a day always at the same time
lover. The money was given tier, and
Prom • military viewpoint. the deand for twelve pigs I feed at noon
with ft. veiled, ao as not t* ne known,
of this gun evidences great ad
gs
one
of
short*
and
quart
eight quarts
sbe went to tbe office of tbe official
of Its time. for. with the magaof
a
feed
h..»t
don’t
But
tankage.
who kept tbe record* of tbuae wbo
rharglng appurtenance. ten shots
Each time l tied my
lice and vermin.
pertabed aa enemies of France and
be fired to a little more time
rink!
house
and
*t
IVben
hog* I clean out the
asked for a private Interview.
la required for a modern mega
the floor and sides with dU.nfe* ’act
tbe Interview was bobbed tbe keeper
the
antiquity,
Altogether,
gun.
and the bogs at all times have «'-re*.
of tbe records bad ber 5.0(10 francs
workmanship and beauty of
to a rubbing post, which keeps them
and sbe bad tbe key to tbe room coo
a most ralnabie and
coake
it
this
run
free from lice, mange, etc.
taining tbe records.
remarkable relic.
From that time sbe treated Damon- \
several
also
contains
cwOectiou
The
Navel III In Lam be.
rier wltb great coaskieration. Sbe rethe
and
gun*
cap
perrttssloo
Navel ill Is a fairly common trouble pillock,
minded him bow sympathetic be bad I
which followed the Clot lock, and the
among lambs and i» Terr bard to rembeen with ber in tbe Wats of ber lover, j
French
and
the
Prussia
needle
gun.
edy. It is caused by the same germ
Sbe qnestioDd him continuously aa to
somewhat
which
rtissai
appeared
pol
that brings on navel III in colt* and
wbat means be bad taken to tare La
later.
occur* where the ewes are kept In
Ferre. And wbeu encouraged by ber
and
amof
the
The development
gun
be offered if sbe would be bis
filthy sheds. It follows the contact of
gratitude
hi
well
States
Cnlted
munition in the
the umbilical cord with the tflth and
wife to do wbat be could to eradicate !
of
historical
Illustrated by a series
dirt of the sheds and U characterized
tbe scar she bad received sbe said that
eases showing the types used to the
do one but an ingrate could refuse.
by a swelling and intense soreness of
succeeding wars from the Frameb and
When Damon rier aaked Louise to
the cord The application of iodine-, if
Indian to the war with Spain, thus
name a day for tbeir marriage abe
made promptly, will sometime* prove
connecting closely history and tnven- Mid that abe was preparing a monueffective in destroying the germs that
Prevention, howment for ber dead tore, and as soon
tanse the Infection.
Whlle many foreign guns are repreas that bad beep accomplished abe
ever, is alstays better than to rely on
are not all of the latest
sented
they
would accede to bis request
this cure. Clean quartet*, the use of
patent or of the type now In use. In
Louise Invited ber father. Da moo
disinfectants and liberal applications
tbs case of oar mints m rifle, however,
rier and s few intimate friends to go
»f whitewash are good preventive
the latest developments are shown,
to the cemetery where La Sevre s body
measures
and k b Interesting to note that the
was burled to witness the setting up
known
as
rifle,
generally
gprtngfleld
sf tbe mouament abe bad prepared.
Far Growing Sb—p.
tbs IMS model, though k has been ImThe following ration for growing
.Wbeu they arrlred at tbe grave there
In
be
found
to
Is
since.
proved upon
waa no monument
sheep Is suggested by the United
the
aeries
target,
game
three
asperate
"Where la It Loulser asked ber
States department of agriculture: Onela
suitIt
that
and military showing
father
third pound of corn, one-third pound
arnmuntsorts
of
dtfferent
able, with
Louise produced a paper and read
of cottonseed meal one-third pound of
tton. to many uses
wheat bran, two pounds of prairie hay
an
komo of the museum specimens
and two pounds of silage or roots.
Pass MS Records af cxecatad aasmua
of Individuals others era
sf Fresco Armand La Peers. Informer.
Growing sheep to be kept in condition the dotations
manufacturers, the
American
should have about two pounds of si- from
wax and nary departments, and the
Thau Louise fed forward to the
lane or roots or similar food In their
!
-Pittsburgh Dispatch.
irna o' bar father.
ral

ADVANTAGES OF TWO
LITTERS A YEAR

employed.

A

letter from Mrs. Frank Moore announces her arrival in Honolulu Feb. 10,
after a stormy voyage.
Mrs. Moore is
visiting ber son, Charles D. Bea, wbo is
located there as a civil engineer.
%101'TH

«

0125flJO

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, ft.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, ft.
Tea, ft.
Molasses, gal.

64
10

gf
SOftSO
SO #65
4.5g66

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
OK

Capt. Richard

THK

RIVKK.

Beef, ft.
Veal, ft.

and hia Ulster,
Mrs. tier:rode Williams, of Boston, are
here, called by the serioua illness ot their
mother, Mrs. Eunice Fullerton Williams.
Garland

25

to

18030
U #26
16
If

Lamb, ft
Salt pork, ft.
Lard, ft.
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

Floor, bbl.
09JO60.50
04091080
fancy brands, bbl.«...
1 60
Corn, bag/wnole, cracked or meal,
and
1.75#1A0
Shorts, mixed feed
middlings,
166
Oats, bag(24bu)..

PROSPECT HARBOR.

|

*840

...

A

j

BUCKS POST.
P. S. Blodgett is in Boston

8

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
coughing pigs.
o
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

lows:
ROLL or ACCOUNTS NO.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Miss Basie Over left this morning for

Portland (or treatment.
Miss Dorris Colwell has been called tt)
her home in Steuben by the illness of her

SUKXtiimum*

mother.

4

Charles Blance, who has been quite ill,
is oat again.
The library association presented the
(our-act drama, ‘"The Waytarers,” Thursday and Friday evening". Tbe parts were
well taken. Tbe Scotch Collie, Lassie, who
took the part ot one of the “wayfarers”,
was an important factor in tbe production, and received her share of the praise.
The orchestra consisted of piano. Miss
Over; violin, Justus Kay; cornet, Irving
Banker. There were good song specialties
between acts by Justus Kay, Lawrence
Pike and Norman Bhaw.
C.
March 1.

HAVE GOOD HEALTH
Taka

Sarsaparilla today from any drug
store and starting at once on the
road to health and strength.
When your blood Is impure and
impoverished it lacks vitality, your
digestion is poor, and all the functions of your body are impaired.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the great-

___

Locate a Noise.
It sometimes happens that an abnormal noise la beard from the mechanism of a motorcar- or other machine
and that It la difficult to find Just
what (tart of It la responsible. In snch
cases any skilled mechanics proceed
as follows, and there Is no better way:
They take a flat piece of metal, a fiat
file for example, and place one end of
It between their teetb; the other end
they apply to the parts of tbe machine
that may be inspected, of course while
It Is in motion. By stopping tbe ears
the abnormal sound can be distinguished from other noise*, and with a
little experience the exact point from
which it comes can be discovered.—8L
Louis Post-Dispatch.

est known blood tonic. It will build
you up quicker than any other medicine. It gives strength to do and
It is the old
power to endure.
standard tried and true all-the-yearround blood purifier and enrieher,
tonic and appetizer. Nothing else
acts like it, for nothing else has the
same formula or ingredients.
Be
sure to ask for Hood’s, get it today,
and begin taking it at once.

Doesn’t This

Stationary Youth.
Bfch Father
My daughter la too
She to only
young to get ’fearrled.
eighteen Impecunious Lover—1 know,
Mr, bat 1 have waited patiently for
to

L. Decker & Son, of CllDton, Maine,
write ue this:

get any

“We commenced

selling ‘L.

wood’s Medicine in 136c.
BOK.1.

not many

GINN
At Orland. Feb 25. to Mr mod Mr*
Colon A Ginn, a ton.
VAENTM-At BoeJuport. Feb 27. to Mr and
Denrn* Yarsam. » daughter.
Pauline
Bar

Harbor. Feb $, to Mr and

Wilbor,

a

daughter

a

.Beryl

a

of hundreds of

bigger

big city. It’a only
places where even

demand exists all the time.

"L.
F” Atwood’s
Medicine, for over 60 years, has afforded relief from stomach troubles,
The

.:

—

when we do not tell

Clinton is NOT
one

Evangeline.:
Loniae.}
-y—

days

F.’ At-

There are

from one to three bottles.”

—

WILBUR—At
Mr* Hubert

Prove

Its TRUE Worth?

—

seem

Old

Don’t let the idea that you may
feel better in a day or two prevent
you from getting a bottle of Hood’s

How to

years, and atie doeen t
older.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla, tha
Reliable 8pring Tonic,

NARRIKD.
BLAKE—JOHNSON*—At Bwekaport, Feb 27,
by Rev A B McAlister. MiM Doris M Blake
to Leslie B Johnson, both of Orlaad.
DAVIDSON—GRINDLE—At Blue bill. Feb ».
ky Her Charles HargroTe, Miss Cells Belle
Davidson to Maynard Charles Grindle,
both of Bluebill.
LOWELL-HANNON-At Bocksport. Feb »,
by Rev A B McAlister. Mrs Mary E Lowell,
of Pocksport, to Dell A Hannon, of Verona.
MILNE—COUSINS -At Ellsworth. Feb 27. by
Bev J W Tickle. Miss Mary Milae. of West
Sullivan, to Howard L Coasins. of Bar Har-

reason-

biliousness, constipation and, liver
complaintsTry it to-day—be benefited and convinced.
3.1 cents

Big Bottle.

FBEE Sample.

“L- F-” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Me.

bor.

WALKER—MARTIN—At Ellsworth. Feb 27.
by Rev T 3 Boss. Miss Zeima Walker to I
Charles M Msrtin. both of Lamoine.

CommiMian fllrrrijanto.

DIKD.
ALLEN

At North Sedgwick, Feb 2*. Mrs
Mary E Allen, aged m years, 4 months, 19

CAMPBELL-At Bar Harbor, Feb 21, Alexander S Campbell. aged m years. 4 months,
CONDON—\t South Brooksviile. Feb 24, Miss
Ma&ei H Condon, aged 2T7 years, 2. months.
12 dsys.
DICKEY—At Hall's Co»e. Feb *. Cvrua W
Dickey, aged M years, 4 months, 19 days.
DODGE
At North
Brooktvi.ie, Feb k.
Georire Micbsel Dodge. aged 11 years, 19
months. 11 days.
GRAY—At Brooksviile. Feb 22, Flora, wife of
Capt Alvarado Gray, aged *7 years, 11
asonths, 12 days.
GROVZR-At Marlboro. Feb ». Mrs Warien
Grover, formerly of Amherst, aged 81 years.
HARRIMAN-At Ortaad, Feb 27. Albion P
Harrimsn. aged O years, 1 month. 24 days.
PERKINS—At Back*port. Peb 27. Mrs Mary S
Perkin*, aged 47 j ears
SUMNER
At Amherst. Feb 22.
Lucian
Sumner, aged 47 years. 5 months, 11 days.

BOSTON

fonnissioN ntPCHA*

j

WANT

—

Lire

Farm Produce.
KatablUhed 1850

—

HALL & COLE

3Bumacnan&

Fruit and Produe*
Cstamlasion Merchanta
Apple* and Cranberries
Oar SptcWUM
101-102 Fauall Hall Market, Boatoa

A Food and Nerve Tonic
is frwpKuUy required by oad age.
always tmxmtf.iA

We

APPLES and

teOSSSi EmuWon

Sold (or

rmammmi

M aa ideal

Poultry
and

oombmatian for tUs potpaM.

POULTRY

commission at
martet prices, by

too

on

tugboat

P. H. WALL A CO-, 38 Clin
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Thursday evening at Masonic ball the
second part of the school entertainment
was given with marked success.

A delay in presentanecessitated by illness and abof some of those in the oast.

9, at the Town hall.

The F. H. 8. basket-ball girls detested
the Orono high Wednesday night, score

11-2, and Thursday night were winners
again in a game with Bangor Y. W. C. A.,
Leon Wilson and wife are at home for a score 16-12. They were chaperoned by
few weeks, glad to find the father, John Mr. and Mrs. Morris, and were pleasantly
Wilson, much improved in health. Mrs. entertained in both places. The privilege
was
Pyer came with Mrs. Wilson for a short ot a visit to the University of Maine
much
appreciated. Returning Friday,
visit.
were the recipients of a surprise reThe community was shocked to learn they
ception at the home ot L. C. Bragdon.
on Monday, Feb. 21, of the sudden death
Han scorn afterward took the party
of Mrs. Hannah Harper at the home of her Percy
to the moving pictures.
she
where
Norwood
Mrs.
Joseph
niece,
had arrived the day before apparently in
good health, for her usual yearly visit.
Mrs. Harper was loved by all who were
privileged to know her. Tuesday, after
prayers at the Norwood home, the remains
were taken to Center for funera' services.

Monday morning of last week,

when two

citizens from Northeast Harbor were making their way in a boat into Norwood’s

Mar.

B

1.

WEST FRANKLIN.
John O. Dyer is at work at the Nutting
mill.

liladys Butler is visiting relatives in
Beechland.
Miss Ella Jarvis is spending two weeks
home in Burry.

at her

through the shell ice, one, Reuben
Miss Helen Macomber was a recent
Lurvey, lost his balance and plunged over- guest of Mrs. Wooster.
board, overturning the boat, giving the
Norris Savage and wife are making a
other, Mr. Young, an icy bath. Tb*ir
week-end visit in Skowbegan.
shouts for help were beard by Robie NorCapt. O. W. Foss, of Hancock, was in
wood and Everett Tinker, who went to the
town Sunday, the guest of S. S. Scammon.
rescue and averted a drowning accident.
Cove

March 1.
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_
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METHODIST CHURCH NOTES.

On Lincoln’s birthday the winter saie of
the aid society of the People s Methodist
church was htld in Masonic hall. Cooked

of

snow

suspension

has caused
of

an

almost

en-

lumbering operations

here.

Marjorie Coombs has returned from Lamoine, w here she has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Maynard Hodgkins.
food, candy, ice-cream and fancy articles
Mrs. Edes, of Newport, N. H., returned
were sold, and a parcel-post table w as an
“A Box of Monkeys,” an home Tuesday. She was accompanied as
attraction.
amusing farce, had been scheduled for the far as Bangor by her mother, Mrs. H. U.
evening, but owing to unforeseen difficul- W ooeter.
ties, it was necessary to postpone the play
Twenty guests assembled at the home
until a later date.
The committee, with of Mrs. Eva Scammon Monday evening.
the assistance of kind friends, presented A pleasant evening was spent. Among
a creditable
entertainment of readings, those present was Mrs. Nellie J. Young,
vocal and instrumental music. To Miss of Bangor, who is visiting Mrs. Scammon.
Hodgkins, teacher of the grammar school,
The selectmen have been busy the past
and to the band boys, the society is es- week on the town
report, which is about
indebted.
pecially
ready to be issued. It is said that ColMrs. Gerald &. Stanley has been ap- lector
Hastings will make a flue showing.
pointed superintendent of the Junior Much interest is manifested as to whether
The next regular tbe town will take advantage of its
Epworth league.
opmonthly meeting of the official board will portunity to join with Ellsworth in a
be at Mrs. Stanley’s, Mar. 19.
school superintending district.
Through the kindness of some of the
March 1.
Echo.
former parishioners of the past or, quite a

little money has been added to the treas-

NORTHEAST HARBOR,

ury.

MBMOBUL RESOLUTIONS.

HANCOCK.
OBITUARY.

The fnnerml service of Walter F. Abbott,
whose death was briefly noted in The
American last week, was held at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
F. Abbott, last Thursday, and was largely
attended.

The service

was

conducted

by

Bev. P. A. A. Killam, who, with Mrs.
Killam, sang two selections.
Beautiful
flowers expressed the deep sympathy of
many friends with the family that has
been so suddenly and so sadly bereaved.
Mr. Abbott was a native of Hancock,
and

was

in the

twenty-ninth

year of his

age. Oaring his boyhood, the family
lived in Worcester, Mass., and also in
Caribou, and it was in those communities
that he received his education.
His
father being a railroad man, it
wae
natural for him to take np that kind of

work, and
night agent

few years

ago be was the
Ellsworth for the M. C. K.
R. Then be became agent at Hillman, in
Aroostook county, serving also as postmaster for that village. A short time ago
he located at Grimes Mills, just out of
caribou, holding that position until the

day

a

at

Whereas. God in His infinite wisdom, has
seen fit to send the angel of death into our
midst and bear the immortal spirit of our
worthy brother. George Willis Jordan, into
the celestial lodge above, eternal, in the
heavens, and
We realise that, in his death,
Whereas,
Northeast Harbor lodge. F. and A. M., has
lost a true and faithful member, the community an upright citizen and the family a
loving husband and father;
That while we regret exceedResolved.
ingly his passing from among us and shall
his
miss
sadly
going in and out with us, we
should bow in submission to the will of Him
who does not willingly afflict, but doeth all
things well.
Resolved, That we extend our sincere sympathy to the bereavedjamily in their sorrow.
Resolved, That to honor his memory our
charter be draped with the insignia of
mourning for the period of thirty days, that
these resolutions be spread upon our records,
that a copy be sent to the family of our .deceased brother, and that a copy be sent to
The Ellsworth American for publication.
EVRRBTT W. OSBR,
Jambs H Falt,
L. E. Holmks,
Committee.

CAPE HOSIER.

of his death.

He was a young man of cordial greeting.
Ambitious in his nature, energetic and
painstaking in hia work, he stood at the
threshold of a career that promised to be
one of ueetulnesa and
prosperity. His
early death brings deep sorrow not only
those
to
related, bu, upon this whole com-

Mrs. Percy Clifford is ill oi pneumonia.
Jarvis Green came borne from Bangor

Monday.
Henry Bake man,

of

Belfast,

visited

bare last week.

The Queen’s
Birthday Gift
It Wu

a

Cartload of

Rosea.
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By F. A. MITCHEL
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Tae map of that part of Europe In
which began the great European war
has been changing ever since It waa
a part of ancient GanL
Centuries ago
there was a kingdom composed largely of what Is now Flanders. The capital was probably Ghent tbourfh the
time of my story la so remote that one
cannot be sure about this. The country was then governed by a queen
who bad the same name as the present
ruler of Holland—Wtlbelmtna.
One day a farmer living on the outskirts of the capital said to his son.
a strapping young man Just come of
age:
"Mans. I wish you to take Into town
I learn that toa cartload of flower*.
morrow la the queen's birthday, and
there will be a (treat demand for the
flowers on the part of courtiers to bestow upon her majesty.
1 bear she la
both young and beautiful and that she
will take a husband from one of her
Therefore many galown subjects.
lants will wish to bestow gifts upon
her, and there la no gift that will so
touch a woman’s heart as flowers.”
Bans obeyed hi* father. Going oat
to the barn, he harnessed a mule to a
cart and then drove It Into the garden.
It was the Liontb of June, and there
were many row*- In bud and In bloom.
Hans lored the roses better than any
other flower and put so many In the
cart that there was bo room for any
other flowers. However, he knew that
roses brought the best price, so he
concluded to leave the load as It was
Then going to his room be put on the
clothes he usually wore to the city, a
doublet of dark blue and hose to
match. Then girding on his sword—
every one wore a sword In those days
—he mounted bis cart and drofe the
male toward the capital.
Hans had no sooner reached the
outskirts of the city than he met a
young man In a very brilliant costume
and with feathers In his hat and other
marks of being n noble.
Seeing the
roses In the cart, tils eyes lighted with

pleasure.
•‘How much for your roses?” he asked Hans.
"They are not for sale at present,”
replied the countryman. "If they are
wanted here they will bring a better
price when I approach the palace, for
this Is the queen's birthday, and there
will be many gallants wanting flowers
for gifts to her majesty.”
The man abused Hans for a country
bumpkin, but Hans drove on. paying
Hans was stopno attention to him.
ped many times by courtiers, sometimes men. sometimes women, and received many offers for bis load, but be
drove on. always saying. "If you are
willing to give so much here what will
I be offered when I reach the market
place in the center of the city?”
Finally be stopped bis male at tbe
palace gates and was about to drive
Into tbe courtyard when be was stop-

William Mayo and wife, of Castine, are ped by a sentry.
“I have a gift for her majesty Queen
visiting J. 8. Blake.
munity.
“Let me
Wllhelmina." said Hans.
Arthur
of
Booth
is
Lord,
Brooksville,
A little more than two years ago he
pass."
Albert
visiting
Gray.
married Bernice M., daughter of Mr. and
Tbe chamberlain happened to be
Arthur Gray, of New York, is visiting
Mr*. George P. Cline, of North Hancock.
looking out of a window at tbe time
bis
A.
V.
father,
Gray.
They lived happily together, and only re'and. seeing a cartload of roses below,
Donald Prentiss, of New Haven, waa bethought himself that there was a
cently moved into their own home. Besides the wife and the parents, be is sur- here to inspect bis cottage, being bnilt at fine
opportunity to buy flowers with
vived by a sister-Miss Nellie B. Abbott, Weir Cove.
whlcb to decorate tbe throne room. In
assistant matron at the Plummer Farm
Flora, wife of Alvarado Gray, died Fab. which his royal mistress would that
school in Salem, Mass. They have the
21, after a long illneaa. Sbe was the day receive her birthday congratulaheartfelt sympathy of all.
daughter of Dorothy and Cbelciae Gray, tions. Running down and out be said
of Sedgwick, and waa greatly eeteemed to Hana:
FRANKLIN.
“How mucb for your rosea, my
by all. She leavee beaidea a husband, two
Edward Bragdon ia ill.
children—Irving, of Portland, and lira. man?"
Edith
Mi si Mary Mayo ia borne Irom Lake
Harris, of Martha’s Vineyard.
“They are not for sale.”
Both children arrived Friday. Mr. Gray
View.
"But you must sell them. I wlsb to
1 will give
Mrs. A. B. Fernald ia borne from Wal- will move hie family here from Portland buy them fur tbe queen.
in the spring.
you a thousand florins for them."
tham, Maaa.
Feb. 27.
G.
“1 intend them for a birthday gift
Mra. Mary Woodworth ia rapidly gainto her majesty.”
ing in health.
SALISBURY COVE.
Tbe chamberlain
_

Mra. F. L. Swan ia oat after
tack of grip.

Willard Fogg and wife have been visiting relatives in Otis.
Prof. F. M. Morria and wile left for Old
Miss M. K. Rich pleasantly entertained
Town Wedneaday.
theTen-entertain-ten club Tuesday evenMra. Thomas Bragdon apent a few daya ing.
last week in Bangor.
Irving McFarland, who has been emGerald Banker and family, of Bangor, ployed as bookkeeper in Portland, is
are viaiting their old home here.
home.
Owing to a freshet Eugene Banker in at
Alston Leland and wife have been visithome from Aroostook county, where he ing their
danghter, Mrs. Lewis Elwell, in
bae been employed.
Essex, Mass.
Mrs. J. H. West, with Mra. D. O.
Mrs. Lester McFarland entertained the
Campbell and daughter Virginia, of ladies’ aid society Friday afternoon, servhome this ing dainty refreshments.
BangerviUe, ia expected
week.
Miss Sue Deleiltre, who has been teachKnaeell Swan and Mias Ethel Hooper ing in
Marlboro, is clerking in Leon L.
were married at the Metbodiat
paraonage Smith’s during her spring vacation.
Saturday afternoon. Friends extend conMrs. Stephen S. Bunker, who has been
gratulations.
in Augusta where Mr. Bunker Is emThe three-act farce, “Tommy's Wife,”
ployed in the State highway offloe, la
will be given by the young people March | home.
a severe

at-

Feb. 27.
Jleiher Grey's Sweet Powders for Children.
For Feverishness. Bad Stomach, Teething
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
are a pleasant remedy for Worms.
Used by
Mothers for M yesrs.
They neser fail. At
all druggists, 25c.
Sample FRHE. Address,
Allen £ Olmstead, LeBoy, N. T.

CASTOR IA
IW Infanta and Children

K.

AMHERST.
Rev. Wilfred Harrison is .visiting here.
Mildred Bussell, of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. B. J.
Grover.
Mies

The community la saddened ;at the death
of Lucian Sumner, on Feb. 23,;atter a long
illness of Bright’s disease. Ha is surI vived by a widow, four slaters and one
brother— Mrs. Adalbert Woods, of Waterville; Mrs. Arthur Silabytaud Mrs. John
Clark, of Bangor, Mrs. A.;N. Jewett and
Leroy Sumner, of this town.

Ct.

looked at Hans as
If he thought him daft
"Come, come." be said coaxingly.
“Don't be a fool. The queen will not
accept a gift from such as you.
But
she must have your roses.
So many
are not to be had elsewhere.
Drive
them Into the courtyard, and 1 will
pay you.”
“I will drive them Into the courtyard,
but only as a gift for her majesty,”
replied Hans.
“We will see about that," cried the
chamberlain angrily, and. taking tbe
mule by the bridle, he led him through
the gateway into the court and stopped before a door of the palace. Then
he went Inside to summon servants to
carry In tbe roses while he obtained
the money to pay for them. He returned. lending half a dozen lackeys with
baskets, and be held In his hands a
bag containing a thousand florins. He
found Hans standing before bis cart
with folded arms.
“Get out of my way.” said tbe chamberlain.
“If you touch one of the flowers,”
said Hans, drawing his sword. “I will
Hake a bole In you.”
“Treason!” cried tbe chamberlain.
“Guards!”
A dozen soldiers came running to the
scene.
Tbe queen, hearing the words
“Treason!" and “Guards!" and fearing
a plot or a revolution, put her head out
through an upper window and asked to
know what was tbe matter.
"This countryman," said tbe cham-

berlain, “refuses to sell bla roses, which
t wish to decorate the throne room (or
your majesty's reception today."
“Perhaps yon have not offered him
enough (or them," said the queen.
"1
have offered hint a thonaaud
florlna.”
"That surely should lie sufficient.
Why will you not sell ine your roses,
my good man?"
"Because 1 have brought them (or
a birthday gift for your majesty.”
“A birthday gift!" exclaimed the
queen, surprised.
“I have told him," put in the chamberlain. "that your majesty would not
accept a gift from such as be"
The queen looked down on the scene
below (or a few momenta without
speaking. "The fellow.” she said to
herself, “has some boon which he
wishes In return for his gift” Aloud
she said:
Is there
“I will accept your rosea
anything I can do for you to show my
appreciation (or your offering?"

“None, your majesty."
The queen was taken aback at this,
but since she bad given her royal acceptance of the gift she could not take
So she thanked Hans, and
it back.
the lackeys carried In the roses, and
Hana drove away, the courtiers and
others who had collected laughing in
their sleeves at him.
Hana drove back to ‘he (arm. where
his father, seeing the cart empty, asked him bow much he bad received (or
the roses.
“Nothing." Hans replied. “I presented them to the queen tor a birthday
gift.”
Hans told his father what had occurred. The old man was much pleased
until bla son told him that when tba
queen asked him what she could do for
him he had said "nothing-** Then the
father abused him for a fool.
But
Hans replied that If showing one's loyalty to one's sovereign were being a
fool then he was glad to be one.
Queen WUhelmlna waited a month
before taking any further action In the
matter of her gift of roses, then made
Inquiries as to whether Hans had sent
In any request for a favor of any kind.
When she was told that be had not she
thought a great deal about Hans and
what she should do In the matter. She
considered It beneath the dignity of a
queen to accept a gift from a subject. certainly not one of lowly origin.
She sent for him. and when be appeared she said to him:
“1 have need for your services.
I
am going to try you In the diplomatic
service. There Is a boundary dispute
between me and King Carl, whose dominions adjoin mine on the east. My
prime minister will instruct you as to
the matter, after which 1 wish you to
proceed to King Carl and make as
good a settlement as you can."
"But. your majesty.*' Hans stammered, “1 am but a countryman, unskilled In”—
"Something tells me," the queen Interrupted. “that what others have
learned by study and experience you
know Intuitively.
This Is not a request. but a command.
Go and on
your return report to me what you
have done. My chamberlain will provide you with the necessary funds.”
Hans after acquainting himself with
the case he was to handle, dressed in
proper apparel, went at the head of an
embassy to King Carl. and. being closeted with him. the king steeled himself against the ambassador as be bad
against others.
But Hans began at
once to gain his confidence.
He learned from the king on what he had set
his heart and relinquished all claim to
It. This enabled him to get what the
queen wanted.
The result waa that
he made a very satisfactory agree
ment When be returned and reported
what he had done the queen was
very
much pleased.
She created him a
noble and placed him at the bead of all
her diplomats.
nans, after acquainting blmaelf with
cent his father a thousand florins, the
amount he had been offered for the
rosea, and the old man. who had heard
of his son’s preferment, about which
every one was talking, wondered how
such a fool had been able to achieve
such honors so far beylnd his station.
Hans grew continually in Influence.
Those were warlike times, and ambassadors had tried to gain their ends
by
threatening war. and if they did not
try threats they resorted to chicanery.
Hans’ plan was always the one he had
tried with King Carl.
He sought to
discover what was for the best interests of both parties and when he had
done so to convince the
sovereign with
whom he dealt of the fact. In this
way
he achieved a reputation for statecraft
whlclT was really nothing but common
sense and a liberality which in the
end
resulted in bis sovereign's profit.
One day Queen Wllhelmina asked
Hans what she could do for him beyond what she had done to repay him
for the valuable services be had rendered her in preventing war.
"Permit me," replied Hans, "on
your
next birthday to send you a
cartload of
roses."

When Queen

Wllhelmina

was

KITTKRY TO CAKI BOP.

START OF A FORTUNE.
Who Began Hi* Caroor by
Buying Soap at Auotion.
A boy eleven years i*M stood at an
auction room door autl gaxed with Interwt at the crowd of men gathered
Ilia curiosity
round the auctioneer.
The Boy

led him to enter the room. Ilia attenwas attracted to several boxes of
toilet soap, the kind, he noticed, that
He had
his mother used at home.
tion

often been sent to the dm* store to
buy It for her. "Ah." he said to himself. •‘perhaps I ean buy this soap
cheap. 1 will sell It and make some

money.”
As fast as his feet would carry him
he ran to the dru* store where his
mother traded and sought out the
proprietor. “How much would you give
me for a box of that soap such as my
mother buys?” he asked. The druggist,
ready to please the l>oy. named a certain price. When the youngster asked
If

be

could

use

several

boxes

the

except Hans knew that and he never

Saturday.
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Bouchard,

wtt

tend tweoty-oa,
shot and killed
Tuesday

nigh,
by Parlay Hawn, >Kvd
sporting camp ol
Arthur Durgln, In Chaaa Btraam
town•hip, Somerset county. Hawca then com"
of laat weak

ty-flva,
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Bouchard and Hre.
[>qt.
to hare bean
married.
Jealousy was the cause of the
Inference C. Houghton was
accidental^
•hot and killed Wednnday by Gordon
J
Malone, while they wars engaged in rid,
practice In Dee ring high school. yloth
ware members of the Deering high
school
rifle team which la leading in the
mstetn*
for the public high school rifle
champion,
ship of tha United Bum. Houghton,
with another member of the tmm,
eM
watching the target while Malone w„
In
hie
practicing.
bringing
rifle into
position, Malone accidentally discharged
It.
milted suicide.

gin

ware

aoon

trkgedy*

WASHINGTON JUNCTION.
Miss Dorcas JL. Wood, ot West Oooldaboro, who has spent the past three
months lit Strawberry Inn, has returned
to her borne.

druggist thought It was a good Joke
and replied that he could use all that
the lad would sell Idin.
The boy hastened home. He emptied
his little savings hank and ran back
to the auction rooms with the money
carefully wrapped In a handkerchief.
The soap was still unsold, and the boy
edged bis way through the crowd to
When the soap came
the platform.
under the auctioneer’s hammer the
boy a little piping voice made toe Drat
bid. The other buyers were so amused
at his youth and bts serious manner
that they let him carry off his transaction without a contest, and the boy got
twenty-two boxes of toilet soap at a
When
small fraction of their value.
the auctioneer aaked his name he answered. “Charles Verkes."*
The lad took the boxes of soap to his
purchaser, the druggist, who, opeu
eyed with surprise. Inquired where he
had got them. “1 bought them at the
auction," he said proudly.
“I could have done that myself,"
complained the druggist, but as he bad
promised to buy the soap be bad to
keep his word.
That was the beginning of ao unusual business career. In later years
Charles Yerkes became famous In both
England and America ns a financier
and a conductor of great business en-

Auhe rs, Mat.

terprises.—^Youth's Companion.
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TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYERS.
Work They Are Supposed to Perform
In Tims of War.
As the name Implies, torpedo boat
destroyers were originally built to
combat the smaller torptdo boat, which
had become such a serious menace to
the battleships and the largo cruisers
that searchlights ami rapid fire guus
could not be depended u|x>n for protection. says a writer in Scribner's
Magazine.
Gradually, however, the
duties of the destroyer were extended
until they lucludcd all that waa former
ly done by the torpedo boat and much
besides.
The mere fact that a modern destroyer Is three or four times as large
as one of the earlier boats renders It
so much more seaworthy and capable
of carrying so uiucb more fuel that
the radius of action of torindo boat
craft has been enormously Increased,
and they have become more and more

dangerous

to

an

Aht

Invigorating Whig

The

ol Ihc P|„
Forest I
How It risers the throe! and bead of it*
mucous silmeela.
It Is this spirit of flee,
ness and Vigor from the health-eWIng
Foresle brought back by Ur. Bell's Ploe Tsr.
floury. Antiseptic and healing. Buy shot,
tie to-dny. Ail Draggletn. ttc.

f'.|De.

Stmnttscnunu

'Sick Children Made Welt.
Every mother likee to see her children
the picture of health fend vitality.
I Hod that the stomach u t
of constant tronble to
some children and there its
constant need of some safe
remedy. A disordered Koralech, too, frequently breeds
True Mark *ofBW,wtMritoinich worm*
source

or

pinworm*.

Yon can absolutely depend upon Dr.
True'* Elixir to expel worma end tone up
the stomach, trowel* end general health.
Dr. True'* Elixir, the discovery ot nij
father, baa been on the market for nrer 90
year*. Tbat’a proof of Ite efllciencv. I let
tbetline-1ried Dr.True'*Elixir, the Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller. Good for
adnlta alao.
At yonr dealer’*, 35c, 50c and
ft.00. Advice tree. Special treatment lot
tapeworm*. Send for book.

Cj*

a.

A ToBderfU HealiBi Ijiosttt i
Aide; Mle.
a

A year and a bait ago 1 waa taken with
eevere attack of kidney
trouble that

pained

me

to ancb

an

extent

that

mor-

bad to be given me. Was attended
phine
by a doctor wbo pronounced it as Moor m

the Bladder and preacribed Litlua Water.
I took Lilhia Water and Tablet* for some
time and received no relief from them
1
stopped takiug medicine for aomr time;
later having *ome Swamp-Koot in the
bonne 1 decided to try it and felt much relieved.
While taking the second bottle
commenced to paa* Gravel in urine until
1 bad passed in all at least a half dozen
or more and have not suffered tueslightest since—and in all have taken one bottle
and a half, and feel very grateful for

Swamp-Boot.

Yours very truly,
II. W. Spinks,
Camp Hill, Alt.
before
me thu 10th
Personally appeared
day of August. 1908, H. W. Spink*, who
subscribed the above statement and made
oath that the same is true in substance
and in fact.
A. B. Lnt,
Ex ot Justice of Peace.

enemy's fleet.

The duties of a modern flotilla may
be tabulated lu this way:
!• irst.—Scouting.
This comprises locating ana reporting the position of
the enemy and keeping In touch with
him as long as may be necessary.
Second.—Protection of one's own fleet
from night attacks of the enemy’s deThis includes not only locatstroyers.
ing and reporting the position of the
hostile torpedo craft, but If necessary,
attacking them with your guns and
sinking or driving them away before
they can force home an attack against

battleships.

Third.—Attacking the battleships of
the enemy with your torpedoes. This
la. of course, the paramount duty of
every vessel in the flotilla.
Fourth.—In addition to the above
•Tegular" duties, destroyers are frequently used In what might be called
"gunboat work"—patrolling the enemy’s coast, running up his rivers where
the big ships cannot go. overtaking and
Capturing bis merchant vessels and
tiring on troops and field batteries
ashore.

Letter to
Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Prove What Swamp-Root Will Do
For Yon
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, .N. Y., for a sample aiae
You
bottle. It will convince anyone.
will alao reoeiva a booklet of valuable information, telling about tba kidney* and
bladder.
When writing, be sure and
Wbf.kly
mention
the
Ella worth
American. Regular fifty-cent and onedollar sixe bottlee for tale at all drug
stores.

Use MI-O-NA When
Stomach is Upset
No matter bow long y»u bare
Buffered front a miserable, upset stomach, indigestion or dyspepsia. Mi-' na

a simple, inexpensive prescription
will
easily had at any drug store
quickly, safely aud effectively end
—

—

the distreas. or it will not cost you a

penny.
When your stomach is out of order
loods taste good but work badly,
fermenting into a stubborn lump and
surely causing sour or acid taste in the
mouth, severe pain in the pit of the
stomach, gas, coated tongue, offensive
breath, restless nights and nervoussome

Oratory.
Speaking of Wendell Phillips’ remarkable gifts as an orator. Horace
Clreeley paid him the highest compliment when he said that there wasn’t
a boy who heard Phillips speak but
thought he could “Peak as well—he
spoke so naturally. Of the great actor
Garrick It Is related that he did not
please country people or others unused
to the stage because he was so natural
that be did not seem to be acting at all.

as-

sured that Hans would name no other
favor she granted It and on the dfiniversary of the day that be had made
the first gift he made another,
only
this time the cart was driven
by one
of his servants. When Hans went to
the palace to offer his congratulations.
Instead, as before, of being Informed by
the chamberlain that the queen would
not accept a gift from such as be. that
functionary announced to him that her
majesty bad decided that a proposition
bf marriage from him would be
agreeable to her.
There was much debate among the
queen’s subjects who knew the story
of Hans’ birthday gift whether be
made it simply as an act of
homage
to a sovereign or whether he
aspired
to her heart and band.
But no one

The nomination of William P,
Cam*
•« postmaster of Bangor wit wot
to..
Senate by President Wilton

Animal Scent.
A fox caa scent a man half a mile
away If the wind be blowing In the
animal's direction. A mouse can smell
cheese fifty feet away.
A deer may
be sound asleep, and yet he will catch
the scent of a person passing 200 feet
off.
The rabbit depends more upon
hla ears than his nose.
Doesn’t Like Water.
Mrs. Grogan (chatting with neighbor)
—I had this waist dry cleaned last
week an’ now It’s as good as new.
Little Johnny Grognn—Ma. kin
they
clean faces that way?—Puck.
All In Good Time.
Mrs. Gnagge—And Just to think! Too
used to say you would die for met
Mr. Gnagge—Well, don't hurry me.
my
dear: don't hurry me.—Judge.

ness.

It’s needless for you to suffer, for
a few Mi-o-na tablets bring joyful relief
they do more, for these
little “helps to health" soothe and
strengthen the inflamed and weakened
stomach walls and increase the flow

just

--

of the digestive juices so that the
stomach can care for the food as nature intended.
No matter what ails your stomach
put your faith in Mi-o-na. Get some
of these harmless but helpful tablets
from G. A. Parcber to-day and eat

whatever your appetite
fear distreaa.

and

craves,

never

CHICHESTER S PILLS
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SIHO BY DKUGCtSTS EVERYWHERE

Delicate Children
usually only need a food tonic to mate
them strong and healthy
Olive Oil
Emulsion

eoniotaiu

UypemkonkUm

la not only the neat food tomo but
plsaaant to taka. Sold only by us.
E. Q. Moors.

is

SUPERVISION OF
NATIONAL ROADS
Usptclors Will Ei Requlrad to
Know Their Subject..

CURIOUS FIGURING.
It’s

It Is

Subatitution
Ita P'aea-

for a til led
A concerted movement
of road work throughout
noperv is urn
been launched
tbe United State* baa
the American Highway association

Way the Russian Peasant
Has, and It’s an Enigma.
a

laid:
“For theee nign grnue positions,
where men of experience and attainments are needed, an examination la
given which doee not require the competitors to assemble at any place or to
They are
answer technical questions.
called upon to furulsb under oath a
detailed statement of their education
and experience. Including all the work
they have done since graduation. They
may also be asked to submit an orlgnal thesis or report or published works,
end they are required to give the
names of persons able and competent
to testify ns to their experience and
personal fitness. Confidential Inquiry
ts made by the commission from various sources ns well its of nil persons
referred lo by the applicant. CJratlfyingly accurate and discriminating test!
many Is obtained by tills means of conSuch testifidential communication
mony approximates. If uot equals, the
testimony adduced upon cross examination in Judical proceedings.
“A demonstration of the ability of
the competitive system to obtain high
class men for technical positions has
been made within the past year. In connection with the employment of men
to appraise the value of the property
of common currier* In the United
States.
For this work the Interstate
tommeree commission
required men
with qualifications ranging all the way
from roHmnii and chglntnan to senior
positions tn civil, tnechnnlcul. structural electrical and architectural engineering. ns well as motive power
men and eipert accountants.
There
have been approximately 15.000 applicants fur these positions, and the
task of sifting the wheat from the
chalT and of grading the wheat after
the sifting was one of considerable
magnitude, but it waa done, and It
was doue so well that the 1. C C
expressed Its gratification to find that
It could secure n force so well equipped
to perform the gigantic task of obtaining an accurate appraisal of the value
of common
carriei*property. A system
which can successfully secure a competent force of high grade engineers
for this valuation work could surely
provide the proper kind of men to
have charge of the construction and
maintenance of public highways."
It Is expected that steps will be
taken to wage an active campaign In
every state for the elimination of the
spoils system aud to substitute for It
the merit system.
Cement Roads.
The construction of the old Roman
cement roads, which have held together so well throughout the cen
ttiries. Is by no means a lost art. hut
Is being paralleled today lu the construction of cement rouds In this coun
tf.v. I'ercy U. Wilson, secretary of the
Association of American Portland Cement .Manufacturers, told memliers of
the Association For the Advancement
of Science at a recent meeting
“Considered merely from tlie stand
point of the number of miles constructed and in use. the concrete road
Is a new tyi>e of
highway in America."
Mr. Wilson said, "its basic principle
goes hock, however, to the ancient Rowan roads.
These highways, which
have endured centuries, were not altogether a matter of massive construe
•ion They were held together by the
use of puzzoinnn as a binding materlul.
die volcanic cement, which also has
kept intact many of the Roman edifices bnllt centuries ago. in America
engineers have adopted Portland cement as a binding material for roads.
Portland cement Is as enduring and
tenacious as the old Roman cement, if
we are to
Judge from tests upon specimens of like age

Cat Roadmaking on Buainoat Basis.
The roads are public property. The
condition of the roads nffect everybody
In economic, social and moral ways.

It costs four-flfths of a cent per mile
Per ton- for railroad shipment and on
an average 25 rents
per mile to haul a
ton of farm produce for n mile. Why
not put road
making on a business
bast* and get results?—J. H. Miller.
Director of Extension. Kansas State

Mra. Carter, ot Ellaworth, ia aiaiting her
daughter, Mra. Conrad Oabrielaon.
The drama “Pisberman’e Look” waa
Bev. L. W. Lott, rector of St. John'a
church, Bangor, preached at 8t. Baviour’a played to a large audience at Forester hall,
by students ot Bluehill academy, Friday.
Wednesday evening.

Agricultural College.

March

An entertainment in the form of an old*
fashioned country acbool and spelling
school was given at the T. W. C. A. recently. The guests came in costume
to represent tbs boys and girls of long

Simplicity

Itself and Absolutely
Aoourato, but the Why and Wherefore of the Method and Ite Results
Are a Puzzle to Mathematicians.

peasants multiply, and as yet the
boasted mental superiority of America
cannot solve the simple riddle of the

Slav.
Suppose you want to multiply two
aumbers together. Divide one of the
numbers by 2, ignoring the frac.

NORTH SEDGWICK..

Martin Clark, of
mence

Mrs. Elizabeth Allen died Feb. 26, after
a short illness, aged eighty-seven years.
Sb^ leaves one daughter and one son—
Edwin Allen and Mrs. Edith Hartwell, of
Walpole, Mass.
Feb. 26.
A. G.

patriotic program was well-carried
at the Forest street school Friday.
Incidents in the childhood and youth of
Washington were recited and dramatized,
and the famous
cherry tree, gay with
paper leaves and blossoms, was cut down.
More than fifty guests enjoyed the exer-

EAST 8URHY.

David Curtis, of Bluehill, while catting
wood for R. B. Long, cut his foot badly
last Friday.
Msr. 1.
H.
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizDrastic
ziness, languor, heart palpitation.
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
Doan’s Regulets act gently and
don't cure.
cure oonstlpatlon. 35 cents.
Ask your druggist.—Advt.

aobcT'isstauntft

RHEUMATISM IS
SLOW POISONING
because the entire system
becomes permeated with
injurious acids.

Scott’s Emulsion has

Bonaparte

WEEKS* TREATMENT
Kidney and Bladder Pills.

THE S. S. DRUB C0.f CARDINGTON, OHIO.

s Sga

sssl

$4,568,244
189,951

$4,878,298

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

21

81, 1914.
$ 161.002

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Casb capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

1,905,253
244.000
500.000
1.5T

sl gsa

Total liabilities and surplus.
$4,878,298
C. W. A P. L. MASON, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
ATLAS ASSURANCE

gremises

CO., Ltd.

81, 1914.

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$

182,171
886.806
29,002

Agents’ balsnces.
rents,

Interest aud

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

88,878

2,686.724

sl a s

$3,278,178

admitted,

316.081

Admitted assets,

$2,962,091

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 129,723
Unearned premiums,
1,691,756
All other liabilities.
45,696
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,094,914
Total liabilities and
OH Alt W.

$2,962,091
surplus,
TAPLET, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, ME.

sI"as

FHfENIX

INSURANCE

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Real eetate,
141,013
164,880
Mortgage loans,
Collateral Io ns,
IU,W0
Stocks and bonds,
12,339,092
Casb in office and bank,
792,295
996 327
Agents’balances,
Interest and rents,
110,358
All other assets,
63,100

savings,

tor

a

but

liberal rate

CHANCE FOR THE ELLSWORTH
AMERICAN READERS.

therefore

25c If Presented
G. A. Parcher’s Store.
worth

at

In order to test the Ellsworth American’s great circulation and its superior advertising value, we have made arrangements with G. A. Parcher, the popular
druggi>t, to offer one of his best selling
medicines at half-price toanyone who will
cut out the

following

coupon and

present

it at his store:
COL'PON.

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
A. HAVEY, of Sullivan, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,,
in said district, respectfully represents, that
on the 17th day of
October last past, he
was duly adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that be
has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts, and of
the orders of the court touching his bank*

OSCAR

Hancock Co. Savings Bank, Ellsworth

Coupon

sl s

Discharge.

In

Bankrupt,

This bank not only affords unques-

protection

42.454

for

In the matter of
Oscak A. Havkv,

MAKE YOUR CASH WORK
tioned

$14,606,067

legal Xolitts.
Bankrupt’s Petition

adds to all deposits at
of interest.

Sarcels

CO.,

OF HARTPOBD, CONN.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$14,563,612 86
CHAS. C. HIKKII.L A SON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

countless thousands
when other remedies failed.
M* AlcakaL Bahaa Sakatitataa.

/

This coupon entitles the holder
one 50c package of Dr. Howard’s
specific for the cure of constipation
and
at
half
dyspepsia,
price,

to

25c. I will refund the money to
any dissatisfied customer.
G. A. Parcher.

T\VKMY-K1YK CENTS.
If you cannot call at bis store, cut out
coupon and mail it with 25 cents, and

he prats that be may be decreed
by the court to have a full discharge fiom all
his es ate under
debts provable against
said bankruptcy acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this20th day of February,a d. 1915.
Oscab A. Havby.

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon
District ok Maims bs.
On this 27th day of February, a. d. 1915, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the conrt, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 9th day of April
a. d. 1915. before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 0 o'clock in me forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that ail known creditors, and other
peisous in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of aaid petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarence Hale.
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2t7u day
of February, a. d. 19:5
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.

the

specific will be sent
by mail, charges paid. Do not put it

a

50c box of the

you
off.

“One to-day is worth two to-morrows.”

The merchant who says he does not
believe in advertising
nevertheless
vlaces a sign over his door and decorThe sign tells the
ates his window.
merchant
is
vasser-by where the
located; the attractive window invites
him in from the sidewalk.
vertising, and good as far

■

reliable S.S.

409.063
816,894
42,198

Admitted assets.
.$14,563,612 86
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1914.
Net unpaid losses
•552,766 78
Unearned premiums,
5,487.149 10
260.000 00
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
3,000,000 00
5.273,406 98
Surplus over all liabilities,

helped

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

our

2,968.628

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

To relieve rheumatism Scotts
Emulsion is a double help; it is
rich in blood-food; it imparts
strength to the functions and supplies the very oil-food that rheumatic conditions always need.

and apirits depend upon herdigeation
and circulation. Sallow akin, pimples,
facial blemiahea and depreasion disappear after the system has been
cleansed and the blood purified by

FREE-ONE

704.647
96,435

1

Woman’s Health

of

Mortgage loans.
Collate)al loans.

STATEMENT

OLD AND NEW WAY

The more I study the world the more
convinced of the Inability of force
to create anything durable.—Napoleon

WHEREAS

• 86.989

Real estate.

ASSETS DEC.

SaWitntstinnae.

Bladder trouble, send us your
together with names and
address of two others similarly afflicted and
we will mail you

NOTICE OF FORKCLOSUBR.
Herbert 0. Shute, of HincoeL
Hancock county, State of Maine, bf
bis mortgage deed, dated the 2/d day of December, 1009, conveyed to Lieters Agricultural
Chemical Works and assigned to me, the andersigned, on the 27th day of May, 1912, tho
following lota or parcels i.f laud situated in
the town of Hancock aforesaid and bounded
and described as follows:
First Lot. All that lot of land containing
90 acres more or less, which was conveyed to
Benjsmin Shute by Mark Linscott by bid
deed dated June 9. a. d. 1869, and recorded in
book >88. page 621, of the Hancock con lfcjr
registry of deeds, to which deed and the
record thereof express reference is hereby
made for a particular description.
Second Lot. Commencing at the Lamoine
road on the southwest corner of land owned
by 8. Thorson; thence northerly by said Lamoine road 120 rods to the county road:
thence easterly 40 rods to land formerly owned
by Nathaniel McFarland; thence southerly
by said McFarland’s land to land of 8. Thorson; thence westerly by laud of said Thorson
to the place of beginning, being the same
conveyed to the said Benjamin
hute by James Brown et ale. by their deed
dated October 4, a. d. 1889, recorded in said
registry, book 289, page 6, to which deed and
the record thereof reference ie here msde.
Third Lot. Containing 14*fl acres, more or
lese. end being the same conveyed to said
Beniamin Hhute by Severin C. Thorson by his
deed dated the (blank) day of (blank) a. d.
1891, and acknowledged May 18, a d. 1891. and
recorded in said registry of deeds, in book
258, page 84, to which deed and the record
tbere-f express reference is here made.
Fourth Lot. Containing 29 acres, more or
less, being the same conveyed to said Benjamin Shute by Lovina F. Byard by her deed
dated October 18, a. d. 1869, and recorded in
book 136, page 254.of said registry, to which
deed and record thereof express reference ia
here made.
Fifth Lot. Those two lota or parcels of land
particularly described in deed from Charles
A.
Estey et als. to the said Benjamin Shute
dated the 9th day of October, a. d, 1876. and
recorded in book 161, page 246 of said registry, to which deed and the record thereof express reference is here made ior a particular
lots; excepting and
description of said two
reserving, however, from those two lots or
mentioned under the fifth lot of this
eed 14»* acres, more or less, which was conveyed by the said Benjamin Shute to Severin
C. Thorsou by deed dated May 13. a. d. 1891,
ami recorded in book 252, page 386, of said
registry, to which deed and the record thereof
ref*, rence is hereby made for a deacription of
said excepted
portion; and whereas the conditions of saia mortgage h ive been broken,
1 claim a foreclosure thereof.
Hosea B. Phillips.
By his attorney, Wm. E. Whiting.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 22, 1916.

WATIITOVK, N. T.
ASSETS DEC. 81.1914.

EAST BLUEHILL.

parallels

name

Etflal 'Notim.
CO..

INSURANCE

LONDON, HNOLAND.

Mrs. J. B. Grindell is ill.

column—12 and tl will go out, lenvl..*,
SOUTH BKOOKSVILLE.
the last two parallel results. Ignoring
Albert Kennedy’s brother from Massanumthe
and
column
adding
the first
chusetts is visiting him.
bers In the second, the answer will be
Murray and Laura Bates are at home,
the result of 40 and 80, or 120.
The questions are; Who ever worked called by the death of their aunt, Miss
Mabel Condon.
it. out? How did he start?
Mrs. Georgie Bakeraan,
Now try working the problem by putwho
badly
ting 10 In the first column and sub- scalded herself two weeks ago, is still
jecting it to the dividing and 12 to the • confined to the house.
multiplying. It will, result like this; I The community was saddened by the
Ten and 12 will become 5 and 24, ; death by drowning of Miss Mabel Condon
which will in turn be changed to 2 and last Wednesday. The funeral, conducted
Then,
48 and finally Into 1 and ini.
striking out the umnbers 10 and 2 with No Use to Try to Wear Oat Your Cold, It
Will Wear You Out Instead
their corresponding numbers 12 and
Thousands keep on suffering Coughs and
48. leaving the second column figures Colds
through neglect and delay. Why make
24 and 00 to be added—this becomes yourself an easy prey to serious ailments and
as the result of a neglected Cold?
epidemics
120.
Coughs and Colds sap your strength and viThere Is no escaping It. No matter tality unless checked in the early stages. Dr.
how large the score. It comes out right King's New Discovery is what you need—the
first dose helps.
Your head clears up. you
with distressing surety. Take the odd breathe freely and you feel so mueh better.
numbers. I’erhups there Is some twist Buy a bottle to-day and start taking at once.

|s

AGRICULTURAL

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Mrs. Priscilla P. Haynes died at Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 21, aged seventy-three
years. Mrs. Haynes was born at Surry,
the daughter of Ambrose and Sarah Patten. She was the widow of Opha Haynes.
She leaves one son—George H. Haynes, of
Milford Mass., one slater, Mrs. Henry
Phillips, of Surry, and one brother,Charles
L. Patten, of Denver, Col.
March 1.
C.

cises.

VJw I. Wtmm wSk lw«T las.
Dbrcte. W
***•
M4 Innrwkm. la l«a
obtained?
Where do even number results In the
aSOrtnscmnua
first column, as in 13 x 13. there Is no
complication; 15 and 13 In the process
become 7 anil 2b. then 3 ami 53 anil
53
finally 1 and 104. Adding 13,
The Hyoinel Remedy for Catarrh,
and 104 equals 105. the correct sum.
Colds and Croup a Most ValuThere can be no multiplication In tig
able Discovery.
ures which will divide down lo a place
The discovery of Hyomei has made
where there are no odd numbers, for
a wonderful change in the treatment
the final number must uUvays of necesof catarrh, head colds, and similar ailIn the sum 1(1 x 4. 10
sity Ik- 1.
ments—you simply breathe a medidivides itself into 8. 4. 2 and 1 succes- cated air using a small inhaler that
sively. while 4 becomes 8. 10. 32 aim comes with every complete outfit.
C4.
All of tile pairs are crossed out.
Hyomei is a combination of antiwith the exception of 1 and 04. In that septic oils that mixes with the air so
that
its health-giving medication must
case the addition of tin- second column ]
go directly to the sore, raw, inflamed
will tie 04.
Mining of the nose, throat and bronDespite the puzzling nature of this chial tubes.
It almost immediately
formula, there is some mathematical
stops the disagreeable nasal dis•
can
he
it
which
explained.
by
principle
charges, quickly relieves that choktdThere is some rule awaiting the fertile | up feeling, heals and strengthens the
minds of the workers by which this delicate tissues.
I
The strongest evidence of Hyomei’s
"stumper” can lie demonstrated to be
curative value for catarrh, head colds,
itself.
simplicity
asthma, etc., is that your well known
Another qulzzer:
Why must fracI druggist, G. A. Parcher, sells it under
it
the
Is
that
How
discarded?
tions he
a guarantee to return your money if
result will he true when several units you are not satisfied. l)o not delay
consider
For
are cast aside?
example,
I treatment, tot Tlyomei is not only
Dividing by 2 the harmless but pleasant to use, and
the number 47.
unit
is
whole
nothing to pay if not cured.
One
result will be 23.
thrown away. Twenty-three becomes
by the same process 11. another unit
HI even resolves Itself into
discarded.
fi. making the third unit passed by. The
next step results in 2 and then 1. hut
why is It that these th-ee units count
will do the trick and make you feel fine.
for nothing?
We know this positively. Take one
The mere fact that the explanation
tonight. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
near, that the whole thing Is simple
E. G. Moore.
If the key can lie found. Is one that
cannot help hut draw attention to thta
If yon suffer from Kidney or
novel means of adding.—Philadelphia

Enautance Statement*.

home to Bluehill.

A

addition?
It Is plain to be seen that all the
numbers in the secoud column will be
even, but by what freak of calculation
are those corresponding to the even
numbers in The first column of no consequence when the correct sum is to be

FERTILIZERS

will com-

for Q. M. Allen A

Colby Hooper and family, who have
living in the mill house, have moved

March 1.
M.
Then whenever a number Is
BLUEHILL.
even In the first column strike It out.
Mrs. E. E. Fullerton is visiting In Bantogether with Its corresponding number In the second column. Add the sec- gor.
Miss Sadie Billings Is visiting in Masond column, and. lo. the answer! Now,
why does It do It? There seems to be sachusetts.
no reason for It, bnt what Is It? Can
Miss Elizabeth Hinckley is visiting in
Seal Harbor.
you work It out?
It Is infallible. It has never been
Ford Johnson, of Northtield, Vt„ spent
known to fall. But what principle of the
past week here.
mathematics is behind It all? Perhaps
Miss Beatrice Abram is spending a
It Is some queer freak of numbers,
month in Mew York.
some one says, but such things are not
Mrs. Belle O. Hinckley is on an exto be turned aside with such generalities. Mathematics Is not built upon so tended visit in Massachusetts.
H. Sprague Sweet, with two sons, is vislax a system. There Is some rule behind It all.
iting his mother, Mrf. U. S. Sweet.
Take the simple multiple 12 by 10.
M.
wife
and
Coggau,
daughter
Obviously the answer 1* 120. Try it Florence are at their farm for a short
the Russian way. Place 12 In the first stay.
columu and 10 In the second. Divide
Mrs. A. M. Moore, and
daughter
12 by 2 und multiply 10 by 2 and place Florence
spent the past week in Ells*
the respective answers beneath tht worth.
sums from which they were derived.
Misses Lilia, Helen and Ellen McIntyre
It will stand •> and 20. Dividing 0 by 2
! are visiting their sister, Mrs Carl Hinckequals 3. und multiplying 20 by 2
ley, in Arlington, Mass.
equals -10. Continuing, 3 divided by 2
The annual meeting of the Hancock
anu throwing away all fractious win
be I. while 40 multiplied by 2 will be. County Agricultural society will be held
80. Now strike out all the numbers In at the town hall Thursday, March 4, at 2
tlie first column which are even and o’clock.
March 1.
H.
in the second
with It their

am

Bluehill,

staves

been

Column.

I

tawing

Bon this week.

out

In the scheme that applies to even
Going
Take 25 and 15.
numbers.
right down the column they become 12
and 30; then 0 and CO; then 3 and 120;
then 1 and 240; 12 and 0 go out, taking
with them 30 and 00. Add 15. 120 and
240. Answer, 375. Multiply 25 by 15 sccording to our methods. Correct—275.
Now. why is It that .be even numbers
must be eliminated on the right side
when they do not count ut all in the

1._C.

Mrs. Annie Eaton, of South Bluehill, is
the gueat of Mrs. Cora Allen.

ago.
There was an evening session of the
high school Feb. 18, the usual morning
program being carried out in the presenoe
of more than 200 guests who passed freely
from one department to another. Chorus
singing by the school preceded the exercises.

This Is not*a meaningless, freaky
twister of a pnzzle. But it Is a puzzle.
It ip the method by which Russian

North American.

aWrttanttiKt*.

by the Rev. Mr. Budm, was held at the
home of her father, David Condon, at
Orcutt’e Harbor. Mlea Condon, who wee
about thirty-seven years of age, had been
an invalid several years.
Beside her aged
parents, she leaves two brothers—Alvin
D. and Flank B. Condon, and one sister—
Mra. Lather Bates, of Booth Brooksville.

BAB HABBOB.

by
tlons. Continue the process until the
»nd the National ClTll Serrlce Reform 'divided column reaches one. Then doutwo
organlxatlona
These
great
laogue.
ble the other number and continue the
cooperated In the holding of a session
process until It equals In lines the first
at the recent American road congress

Jn Atlanta deroted to a consideration
of the merit aystem In road management The United States dell serrlce
commission wae represented by Chief
Examiner George R. Wales, who pointed out the manifest advantages of
competitive qualification tests as a
requisite for appointment to office. To
combat the rather general Impression
that competitive examinations In all
cues mean the answering of stereotyped technical questions Ur. Wales

NEWS.

William Adau ia having hit hoaae wired
tor electric lighta.

A UNIQUE WAY TO MULTIPLY.

I CONCERTED MOVEMENT.
Will Probably Bo
An Active Campaign
Waqad I" Every Stato Por the elimiand tho
nation of tho Spoil* System
of tho Merit Byatom In

COUNTY

That's adas it goes,

but it doesn't go far enough it doesn't
get beyond the sidetcalk. An advertisement in the local paper carries the sign
and the window to the homes of propectire customers, and pulls them
9om the home to the store.

I
subscriber, James H. Tapley. of Perth
r|^HE
1.
Amboy, state «»f New Jersey, hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed

administrator de bonis non ot the estate of
JOHN P. TAPLEY, late of iiROOKSViLLE,
in the county of
Haucock, deceased, and
given bonds as the laws directs. And in cump iance with sect. 43, chap. 86, and sect. 14.
chap. 88. of the revised sta’utes of Maine. I
have appointed Oscar L. Tapley, if Brooks
ville, to be my agent, and no s ipuiale ai d
agree list anv legal process served on bun
snail be binding on me as such administrator
d. b. n. All persons having demands igainst
the estate of said deceaseoare de>i.*ed to ps
sent the ratne l«r settlement, and ait indebted
thereto are re (Utsted to n.ake payment im-

mediately.

Feb. 2, 1915.

James H. Tapley.

Bankrupt'i* Petition
In the matter of
Qeokgr li Wabowkll,

Bankrupt,

for

NOTICE

THE

I
I

1

j) In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Mai nr hs.
On this 27th day of February, a. d. 1915, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 9th day of April a.
d. 1915. before said court at Portland, in
said district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be publicbed in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
said district, and that all known creditors,
and other persons in interest, may appear at
the said time and place, and show cau»e, if
any they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall seud by mail to all known
creditors copies <f said petit on and this order,
addressed to them at their places (f re aid- nee
as staled.
Witness the Honorable
Clarence
Hale,
judge of the said oourt, and the ?eal thereof!
at Portland, in said district, on the 27th day
of February a. d 1915.
James E. Hkwey. Clerk.
[L. rt.]
A true copv of peti ion and order thereon.
Attest: James E. Hrwry, Clerk.

hereby gives

publio

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Grace I. Conary, of Barry,
Hancock county. State of Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the thirty first day
of October, a. d. 1910, and recorded in the
registry of deeds for said Hancock county in
the State of Maine, in vol. 506, page 5, conveyed to Ida M. Carlisle, of said Barry, said
county and State, a certain lot or parcel of
land, together with all buildings thereon,
situate in said Surry aforesaid, and bounded
ana described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on
the north by land of Robert Hagerthy and
Emery Saunders; on the west by land of
Melvin G. Saunders; on the south by 'and of
Reuben Leach and lot No. (4; and on tbe east
by tbe brook between the lot hereby conveyed and the Carlisle place, so-called.
Being the homestead lot of tbe late Mary
Hagerthy, and containing one hundred and.
thirty acres more or less, and being the same
property conveyed by the said Ida M. Carlisle
to the said Grace I. Conary; and whereas the
condition cl said mortgage has been broken,
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I. Ida M. Carlisle, owner of
said mortgage, claim a foreclosure of said
Ida M. Caklihlb,
mortgage.
by Edmond J. Walsh, her attorney.
Dated at said Surry, Maine, this eleventh
day of February, a. d. 1915.

r|iHE

(GEORGE

_

FOKECLOSUhK.

WHEREAS,

Discharge.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
G. WARDWELL, of Castine.
X to the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on
he *2bth day of December, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he his duly surrendered all his property,
and rights o! property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of theordersof court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against bis estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except s>uch debts
as are excepted oy law from such discharge.
Dated this‘Aid day of February a. d. 1915.
George B. Wabdwell,

or

undersigned

notice that it has a claim by mortgage
upon a certain lot or parcel of land, situated
in Bucksport. Hancock county, Maine, described in said mortgage as follows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated on
in
McDonald
street
Bucksport village,
bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the
southwest corner of said lot on a street leading
from Elm to McDonald street at the intersection; thence ortherly by McDonald street
nine rods to land of Joseph Clay (formerly of
Moore) thence easterly by said Iasi named
four rods to land of J. Buck (formerly of
Clisb); thence southerly by said Buck land
parallel with McDonald street niue rods to the
street connecting Elm and McDonald streets;
thence westerly on said street four rods to
place of beginning, containing thirty-six
square roda and being the same premises
conveyed to Lelia M. Cushing by Martha H.
Hardy by deed recorded in Hancock registry
of deeds, book 238, page 549.
Said mortgage is from Jennie M. Quimby, of
Bucksport, county of Hancock, State of
Maine, to Samuel B. Clay, of said Bucksis
dated August 81. 1905, and report,
| corded in Hancock registry of deeds in book
and is assigned by said Samuel B.
426,
281,
page
;
Clay to the Bucksport National Bank of said
Bucksport, ny instrument dated August 81,
I 1905, and recorded lu said registry of deeds
| September 5, 1905 in book 425 page 288, and is
assigned by the Bucksport National Bank to
I said Samuel B. Clay by instrument dated
I February 8, 1915 and recorded in said registry
of de*ds in book 512. page 886, and is assigned
! by said Samuel B. Clay to tbe Bucksport Loan
A
Association
Building
by instrument
dated February 10,1916, and recorded in said
registry of deeds February 13, 1915 in book
512, page 587.
Tbe conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, by reason whereof the said Bucksport Loan A Building Association claims a
foreclosure of the same and gives this notice
for that purpose
Buckspobt Loan A Building Association.
by Wiley C. Conary, its attorney.
Feb. 18. 19)o.

|

|
1

!

subscriber. James H. Tapley, of Perth
JL
Amboy, stale of New Jersey, hereby
gives notice that lie has been uuly appointed
administrator of the estate of
EMILY 8. TAPLEY. late of BROOKSVILLE.
iu the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. And iu compliant e with revised statutes, sect. 4J, chap, fid,
and sect. 14, chap. 89, I have appoint'd Oscar
L. Tapley, of Brocksville, to be my agent,
an 1
do stipulate and agree that any legal
process served on him shall be binding on me
as such administrator.
All persons having
demands agaiust the e>tate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Feb. 2, 1915.
Jambs H. Taplbt.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisX
tratrix of the estate of
GEORGE W. JORDAN, late of MOUNT

rpfclE

DESERT,
Id tbe county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavmeut im8osie P. Jokdan.
mediately.
February 8, 1915.
rr5UE subsciloer hereby gives notice that
JL he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES A.

TURNBULL, late of MOUNT
DESERT,
in the county off Hancock, deceased, and
glveu bonds as toe law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate

said
deceased
are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imtHAHUH A. TUKNBULL.
mediately.
Seal Harbor, Me.
February 8, 1915.
of
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Going Out of Business in Ellsworth
Entire Stock and Fixtures

to be Sold Within Ten

are

Days

FRANK S. SAWYER
Union Trust

Company Building, Ellsworth, Maine
INTERESTING

EXTREMELY

OFFERS

NEWS

FOR

INTELLI-

GENT SHOPPERS LOOKING FOR GOOD VALUES
Our Stock Consists of Both Summer and Winter Poods.

It will

Pay You to Buy for Next Summer

as

well

Now

as

vicinity are invited to share in this great money-saving event If low
prices and good values count for anything, the crowds should be so great for the next TEN DAYS
Come early for your share. First come, first served.
as to carry off every article.
All citizens of Ellsworth and

Sale Starts Thursday, Mch4, at 9 o’clock-Closes Saturday, Mch 13, at 11 o’clock p.m.
Fixtures for Sale and Store for Rent.
Anticipate

MEN’S SUITS

wear

AND OVERCOATS
Come to the selling out. We advise
you to anticipate your next season’s
needs, and

we

want you

to

the greatest bargains
ever
given in Ellsworth.
W. S. Peck’s and David Adler
clothes at bargain prices are not
ofteu met with.
—-$15.00

suits

or

are

going

$ 9.98

overcoats,

18.50

12.98

22.50

“

14.98
15.98

“

cost of

Higher

come—The War is

LADIES’

everything you

About

MEN’S SHIRTS

on.

Dress or Jersey Shirts
Our Dress Shirts are the Celebrated
Hathaway and Wauchusett

GARMENTS.
Pf ice

50c Dress Shirts Marked

Suits, Coats
and Skirts
All the

new

up

“

25.00*

is sure to

come

and expect

Woojpns

your needs.

Apply to Union Trust Company.

styles

“

1.50

“

50c

75c

Advancing

35c
75c
1.18

Jersey Outside Shirts,

35c
48c

“

cost of

leather will make your shoes

cost

more

and colors.

Buy SHOES

^lave cut prices
unmercifully and utterly regardFor this sale

1100

we

less of cost

j

for Hen and Women
Every member of the family will
profit by this quick sale
Men’s
—

The

in

Europe means higher
prices for clothing. Buy now an<Tbe
prepared when the change comes
war

MEN’S PANTS
Duchess and other popular and well
known makes.
$2.00 pants

81.50

now,

2.50
•

3.50

1.75
2.48

4.00

2.98

5.00

3.98

About ONE-HALF

$3.50

Sweaters Cut in Price
$7.00 Sweaters
6.50

“

5.50

“

4.50

“

for

Men’s 50c
Men’s

25c
50c

Caps,
$1 Caps,

Low Prices

Stop

and

on

Soft Hats

Read This

lot of odds and ends
in Youths’ Suits
Were

$8

to

§lli.

Your choice

50c Bull

Cheap.

“

15c Arrow

25c

quality,

“

Collars,

All

Shapes

garment

you

a

seasonable

great saving.
89.48
7.48

6.98

18c

Men’s

UNION TRUST COMPANY

Special Notice

As I
call

am to

continue my store

at

Jonesport,

my regular customers on the road
as the roads are in condition.

on

soon

MAINE

Balbriggan Underwear
50-cent grade for 35c

*

FRANK 8. SAWYER,
BUILDINGS
ELLSWORTH,

supply
a

12
10

38c
3 for 25c

and Sizes.

at

$15 Raincoats for

38c

boys’ hose,

“

as

For Men and Women
the rainy season is approach-

we can

^18c

“

Men’s and

ing

38c

Dog Suspenders,

50c

RAINCOATS
Just

Men’s 25c Keck wear,
“

Now is the time to buy Women’s
Shoes while they are cheap. Priced
very low for our 10 days’ sale.

So 00
4.50
3.75
3.20

Boy’s Sweaters

81.98
2.50
2.75

4.00
6.00

REGULAR PRICE

MISCELLANEOUS
Lamson & Hubbard
$3 Derby Hats $1.75

Crosset Shoes.

as

I

will

usual

as

FRANK S. SAWYER.

